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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
This Revised Final Environmental Impact Report (Final Revised EIR) contains the public and
agency comments received during the public review period for the McKinley Village Revised
Draft EIR, and responses to each of those comments.
All written comments received during the public review period (January 18, 2017, through March
6, 2017) on the Revised Draft EIR are addressed in this Final Revised EIR. In many instances
comments raise issues that are outside of the scope of the Revised Draft EIR and the City is not
required to provide responses to those comments. However, the City has attempted to provide
responses to each of the comments received.
The responses in this Revised Final EIR clarify, correct, and/or amplify text in the Revised
Draft EIR, as appropriate. Under such circumstances, the City Council finds that
recirculation of the Revised Final EIR is not required. This document has been prepared in
accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA; California Public
Resources Code (PRC), Sections 21000–21177).

BACKGROUND
In East Sacramento Partnership for a Livable City v. City of Sacramento, the Court of Appeal,
Third Appellate District, upheld the McKinley Village EIR (certified in 2014) with one exception -the Court held the traffic analysis in the EIR failed to explain or provide substantial evidence to
support the conclusion that the McKinley Village Project (Project) would not result in significant
traffic impacts to specific intersections on 28th, 29th and 30th Streets. Specifically, the Court
determined the EIR failed to explain why traffic levels of service (LOS) E and F are not
considered significant environmental impacts under the City’s General Plan LOS Policy that
allows LOS F in the Core Area. Pursuant to the Court’s decision, “…the City need only correct
[this] deficiency in the EIR…before considering recertification of the EIR.” To address the
Court’s decision the City prepared the Revised Draft EIR pursuant to the Court’s directive to
better explain the City’s determination that LOS F is acceptable in the Core Area and is not
considered a significant effect on the environment.
The comments and responses that make up this Revised Final EIR, in combination with the
Revised Draft EIR constitute the Revised EIR that will be considered for certification by the
decision makers of the City of Sacramento.
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USE OF THE REVISED FINAL EIR
The City Council will review the Revised EIR to ensure it adequately addresses the concerns raised
in the Appellate Court’s decision. The Revised EIR has been prepared to support action by the City
Council that would, consistent with the Court of Appeal decision, set aside the EIR that was certified
as part of the original approval, set aside the project entitlements, and take further action that could
include certification of the Revised EIR and re-approval of the project entitlements.
On March 21, 2017, the Superior Court, implementing the Court of Appeal opinion, entered its
judgment that ordered the City “…to vacate and set aside the certification of the EIR and related
project approvals for the McKinley Village residential housing project. (The approvals include
resolution Nos. 2014-0102, 2014-0103, 2014-0104, 2014-0105, 2014-0106 and Ordinance Nos.
2014-011 and 2014-012.) [The City] shall not reapprove the project unless and until [the City] has
taken the actions necessary to correct the above-described deficiencies in the transportation and
circulation section of the EIR and thereby bring the EIR into compliance with CEQA, this
judgment, and the Court of Appeal’s Opinion…” (Judgment after Remittitur, page 4)
This Revised EIR has been prepared to provide the necessary basis for the City Council to take action
consistent with the Judgment, and to certify the Revised EIR and re-approve project entitlements.

SUMMARY OF TEXT CHANGES
Chapter 2 in this Revised Final EIR, Text Changes to the Revised Draft EIR, identifies all changes
made to the document. These minor text changes provide additional clarity in response to
comments received on the Revised Draft EIR, but do not change the significance of the conclusions
presented in the Revised Draft EIR. Recirculation is therefore not required by CEQA.

RESPONSES TO COMMENTS
A list of public agencies and individuals commenting on the Revised Draft EIR is provided in
Chapter 3 in this Revised Final EIR. A total of 55 comment letters were received and each letter
and response is included in Chapter 3. Each response is numbered and presented with
brackets indicating how the letter has been divided into individual comments. Each comment is
given a binomial with the number of the comment letter appearing first, followed by the comment
number. For example, comments in Letter 1 are numbered 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, and so on. Immediately
following the letters are the responses, each with binomials that correspond to the bracketed
comments. As the subject matter of one topic may overlap between letters, the reader is
occasionally referred to one or more responses to review all the information on a given subject.
To assist the reader, cross-references to other comments are provided. In addition, master
responses have been prepared for the same issue or concern raised in multiple comments. The
master responses precede the comment letters and, where applicable, the reader is referred
back to the master response to address the issue raised in the comment.
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CHAPTER 2
TEXT CHANGES TO THE REVISED DRAFT EIR
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents minor corrections, additions, and revisions made to the Revised Draft EIR
in response to written comments. New text is indicated in underline and text to be deleted is
reflected by strikethrough, unless otherwise noted in the introduction preceding the text change.
The changes made to the Revised Draft EIR represent only a minor clarification of the analysis
contained in the Revised Draft EIR and do not constitute significant new information that, in
accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5, would trigger the need to recirculate all or
part or all of the Revised Draft EIR. Recirculation is therefore not required.
Chapter 1, Introduction
To address a request from a commenter, the tables provided in the Revised Draft EIR on page
1-1 and 1-2 are numbered and a note added that explains the average delay is provided in
seconds per vehicle.
Table 1-1
Existing Plus Project Conditions - Core Area Intersection1 LOS E or F Operations2

Intersection 3
E Street/29th Street/SB Capital
City Freeway Off-Ramp 4

Control
Traffic
Signal

Peak
Hour
AM
PM

Existing
Level of
Average
Service
Delay5
C
26
C
22

Existing Plus Project
Level of
Average
Service
Delay5
E
66
C
31

Notes:
1

2

3

4

5

The Court agreed with the City’s approach in the EIR to analyze intersections in order to determine significance
of Project and cumulative impacts, rather than roadway segments. (Opinion, pp. 16-17.)
See Table 4.9-10 (pp.4.9-52 to 54) from the Draft EIR for the full table of intersections analyzed in the Draft EIR.
This table only lists intersections in the Core Area that, under Existing plus Project conditions, will operate at
either LOS E or F.
The Court also referenced the intersection of 28th and E Street, which decreases from LOS A to D; however,
LOS D is an acceptable LOS anywhere in the City, and not just in the Core Area. (DEIR, pp. 4.9-45 -4.9-46, 4.953; Opinion, p. 19.)
As described in the EIR, information on operations at intersections that are part of the regional transportation
network (which includes the Capitol City Freeway) are provided for information purposes only. (DEIR, p. 4.9-38.)
For signalized and all-way stop controlled intersections, average intersection delay is reported in seconds per
vehicle for the overall intersection.
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Table 1-2
Cumulative Plus Project Conditions - Core Area Intersection LOS E or F Operations5

Intersection6
C Street/28th Street
E Street/28th Street
H Street/28th Street
E Street/29th Street/SB Capital
City Freeway Off-Ramp4
H Street/29th Street/SB Capital
City Freeway On-Ramp4
E Street/30th Street
H Street/30th Street/NB Capital
City Freeway On-Ramp4

Control
All-Way
Stop
All-Way
Stop
Traffic
Signal
Traffic
Signal
Traffic
Signal
Traffic
Signal
Traffic
Signal

Peak
Hour
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

Cumulative
Level of
Average
Service
Delay7
D
27
F
69
D
29
E
49
C
16
F
146
D
49
E
77
E
60
D
47
D
39
C
33
F
119
F
266

Cumulative Plus Project
Level of
Average
Service
Delay7
E
40
F
108
F
53
F
69
D
38
F
164
D
55
F
142
E
65
D
45
D
40
E
51
F
124
F
314

Notes:
4
As described in the EIR, information on operations at intersections that are part of the regional transportation
network (which includes the Capitol City Freeway) are provided for information purposes only. (DEIR, p. 4.9-38.)
5
See Table 4.9-20 (pp.4.9-77 to 79) from the Draft EIR for the full table of intersections analyzed in the Draft EIR.
This table only lists intersections in the Core Area that, under Cumulative plus Project conditions, will operate at
either LOS E or F.
6
Note that, at the intersection of D Street and 28th Street, certain turn movements operate at LOS F in the
Cumulative Plus Project condition as noted in parenthesis in Table 4.9-20; however, impacts are determined
based on overall operation of the intersection, which is acceptable LOS C.
7
For signalized and all-way stop controlled intersections, average intersection delay is reported in seconds per
vehicle for the overall intersection.
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CHAPTER 3
COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
This chapter contains the comment letters received in response to the Revised Draft EIR which was
circulated for public review from January 18, 2017, through March 6, 2017. Each comment letter is
numbered, each comment is bracketed, and responses are provided to each comment. The
responses amplify or clarify information provided in the Revised Draft EIR and/or refer the reader to
the appropriate place in this chapter where the requested information can be found. Comments that
are not directly related to environmental issues (e.g., opinions on the merits of the project unrelated
to its environmental impacts) may either be discussed or noted for the record.
The changes to the analysis contained in this Revised Final EIR represent only minor
clarifications and do not constitute significant new information.
A list of all commenters is provided below followed by the Master Responses prepared to
address issues that were raised in numerous comment letters followed by the comment letters
and responses.
Letter
Number

Date of
Letter

1

02/24/2017

2
3

03/1/2017
03/03/2017

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

03/03/2017
01/22/2017
02/26/2017
02/26/2017
02/27/2017
02/27/2017
02/27/2017
02/27/2017
02/27/2017
02/27/2017
02/28/2017
02/28/2017
02/28/2017
02/28/2017
02/28/2017
02/28/2017

Sender
Organization
State and Local Agencies
Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board
Organizations
East Sacramento Preservation, Inc.
Marshall New Era Neighborhood Association
Individuals
Stephen R. Cook, Brown Rudnick
Gary McDowell
Susie Sargent Williams
Karen Jacques
Kate Lenox
Shannon Downs
Robert & Petra Sullivan
Michael J Greene
Valerie Roberts
Tim & Toni Chapralis
Rick & Sally Doerr
Patti and Don Herberger
Mike Grinstead
Dawn M. Olson
Nancy E. Wolford
Linda Zeiszler
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Letter
Number
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Date of
Letter
02/28/2017
02/28/2017
02/28/2017
02/28/2017
02/28/2017
02/28/2017
02/28/2017
02/28/2017
02/28/2017
03/01/2017
03/01/2017
03/01/2017
03/02/2017
03/02/2017
03/02/2017
03/02/2017
03/02/2017
03/02/2017
03/02/2017
03/02/2017
03/02/2017
03/03/2017
03/03/2017
03/03/2017
03/03/2017
03/03/2017
03/03/2017
03/03/2017
03/03/2017
03/03/2017
03/03/2017
03/04/2017

52
53
54
55

03/07/2017
03/10/2017
03/21/2017
03/21/2017

APRIL 2017
Sender
Organization

Barbara Thalacker and Terry Reed
Jo Ann Pinotti
Susan McMillan
Jean Amdahl Meagher
Nick Kastle
MaryAnne Kelly
Kevin Wehr
Mary French
Kathleen Marshall
Will Green
Walter Watters
Richard Clark
C Street and Alhambra Residents
Michael Murphy
Gary and Shari Beck
Michael Greene
Kathy Ullerich
Jan Ellen Rein
Michael Irwin
Lesley A Schroeder
Jill and Rick Ferreter
Anne Rodgers
Holly Longacre
Jennifer Howell
Tamarin Austin
Laura Lee Brennan
Suzy Campbell
Patricia Ansell
Shannon Ross
Ashley Conrad-Saydah
Melinda Johnson
Pam Beedie
Comments Received After Close of the Comment Period
Susan Norris
Henry Li, Regional Transit
Gene Whitehouse, United Auburn Indian Community
Kirk E. Trost, Sacramento Area Council of Governments
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Master Response 1
Overview of the Legal Requirements
A number of comments suggested that the City’s decision to revise and recirculate portions of
the traffic analysis in the McKinley Village Revised EIR is contrary to the Court of Appeal’s
decision in East Sacramento Partnership for a Livable City v. City of Sacramento (2016) 5
Cal.App.5th 281 (ESPLC v. City). These comments asserted that the City was required by the
Court to decertify the EIR and prepare a new traffic study. Numerous comments were also
received suggesting that the City should not be spending taxpayer dollars to defend the EIR and
should instead prepare a new traffic study that responds to the Court of Appeal’s decision. A
majority of these comments exceed the scope of review and analysis required by the Court of
Appeal and therefore a formal response is not required by CEQA. Nevertheless, the City has
responded to each of the comments in the interest of full disclosure.
Scope of the Remedy Ordered by the Court of Appeal
On May 30, 2014, petitioner/commenter East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City filed a
lawsuit in the Sacramento County Superior Court, alleging the City’s approval of the McKinley
Village Project and certification of the EIR was in violation of CEQA, State Planning and Zoning
Law, and the City of Sacramento Municipal Code.1
On April 9, 2015, the Superior Court ruled in favor of the City and found the City did not violate
CEQA, State Planning and Zoning Law, or the Municipal Code in preparing the EIR and denied
all claims made by the petitioner on the adequacy of the EIR.
On June 22, 2015, the petitioner filed a Notice of Appeal in the California Court of Appeal, Third
Appellate District. The Appellate Court ruled in favor of the City and the Project on all claims but
one, requiring that the City clarify the EIR as to whether there are significant impacts to certain
intersections along 28th, 29th and 30th streets. Specifically, the Court determined the EIR failed
to explain why traffic levels of service (LOS) E and F are not considered significant
environmental impacts under the City’s 2030 General Plan2 LOS Policy that allows LOS F in a
specific area of the City (Core Area –bounded by C Street, the Sacramento River, 30th Street,
and X Street). Pursuant to the Court’s decision, “the City need only correct [this] deficiency in
the EIR…before considering recertification of the EIR.” The City therefore prepared the Revised

1

2

The petitioner filed a Petition for Writ of Mandate and Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief
challenging the McKinley Village EIR.
Note, the City’s 2030 was in effect at the time the EIR was prepared and the traffic analysis was completed.
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Draft EIR pursuant to the Court’s directive to provide the evidence necessary to support the
City’s determination that LOS E and F are acceptable in the Core Area.
Contrary to a number of comments, the Court upheld the remaining portions of the traffic
analysis --- the Court did not issue any ruling with regard to Meister Way, Tivoli Way, Elvas
Avenue, or C Street or any other streets mentioned in the comment letters submitted to the City.
Nor did the Court order the City to prepare a new traffic study. In fact, with the one noted
exception regarding the LOS policy, the Court upheld the traffic analysis in its entirety. The
Court held:


A vehicular tunnel (or underpass) at Alhambra Boulevard was not part of the Project and
did not need to be included in the project description or analyzed in the EIR. (ESPLC v.
City, supra, 5 Cal.App.5th at p. 292.)



The half street closure on 28th Street, added in response to public requests for this
traffic calming measure, would reduce traffic impacts on 28th Street at C Street and
move the traffic to streets better able to handle the traffic; the addition of the half street
closure is a “modest change” by the City in response to traffic concerns and does not
require additional analysis. (Id. at p. 294.)



The City did not remove the Sutter’s Landing Parkway from the General Plan as part of
the McKinley Village Project; if the City later proposes a project to amend the General
Plan to remove the Parkway, such action would be subject to its own CEQA review. (Id.
at p. 295.)



The EIR was not required to analyze and propose mitigation for the Project’s impact on
freeways because CEQA expressly allows lead agencies to streamline the traffic
analysis for certain projects like McKinley Village that are consistent with the regional
Sustainable Communities Strategy. (Id. at pp. 297-298.) See also March 21, 2017 letter
from SACOG.



Although the EIR did evaluate the Project’s impact on 19 roadway segments, the EIR’s
traffic analysis properly focused on intersections rather than roadway segments because
the roadway capacity is governed by intersections. (Id. at p. 298.)



The EIR need not be recirculated to address the C Street roadway segment impact
identified in the Final EIR because there was only a correction to the roadway segment’s
designation, there was no change in the amount of traffic on this roadway segment. (Id.
at p. 298.)



The traffic study was legally adequate and the EIR was not required to analyze additional
roadway segments on 29th Street, 30th Street and 33rd Street. (Id. at p. 298-299.)
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The mitigation measures proposed to reduce or avoid significant project level and
cumulative traffic impacts are adequate. (Id. at p. 303.)



The Project is consistent with the transportation policies in the General Plan. ( Id. at
pp. 305-306.)

In addition to upholding the traffic analysis as discussed above, the Court of Appeal also upheld
the adequacy of the EIR in all other respects, including:


The adequacy of the project description as it relates to the development agreement. (Id.
at p. 291.)



The adequacy of the project description given the rezoning for multifamily units and the
overall increase in 8 units that occurred between the Draft and Final EIR. (Id. at p. 292.)



The adequacy of the project description as it relates to driveway variances. (Id. at pp.
292-293.)



The adequacy of the EIR with regard to potential methane migration, toxic air
contaminants and health risks. (Id. at pp. 295-298.)



Consistency with the General Plan land use and environmental policies. (Id. at p.306.)



Consistency with the General Plan noise policies, including where to measure noise
impacts. (Id. at p. 307.)

On March 21, 2017, the Superior Court, implementing the Court of Appeal opinion, entered its
judgment that ordered the City “…to vacate and set aside the certification of the EIR and related
project approvals for the McKinley Village residential housing Project. (The approvals include
resolution Nos. 2014-0102, 2014-0103, 2014-0104, 2014-0105, 2014-0106 and Ordinance Nos.
2014-011 and 2014-012.) [The City] shall not reapprove the project unless and until [the City]
has taken the actions necessary to correct the above-described deficiencies in the
transportation and circulation section of the EIR and thereby bring the EIR into compliance with
CEQA, this judgment, and the Court of Appeal’s Opinion…” (Judgment after Remittitur, page 4)
The only issue that that the Court of Appeal required the City to address in a revised document
was the use of the City’s General Plan policy/threshold addressing impacts in the downtown
Core Area. The Judgment of the Superior Court required the same analysis. The Revised Draft
EIR and Appendix A to the Revised Draft EIR respond to the Court’s disposition.
The California Supreme Court did not grant review of this case and has not is sued any
opinion. Commenters’ suggestion that the City failed to follow the Supreme Court’s ruling
are therefore incorrect.
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On March 21, 2017, the Sacramento County Superior Court issued its Judgement and
Peremptory Writ of Mandate (“Writ”) directing the City to rescind and set aside: (1) Resolution
No. 2014-0102 certifying the EIR and adopting the Mitigation Monitoring Program and CEQA
Findings of Fact for the McKinley Village Project; (2) Resolution No. 2014-0103 amending the
General Plan to re-designate the Project Area from Planned Development to Traditional
Neighborhood Medium Density; (3) Resolution No. 2014-0104 approving the McKinley Village
Neighborhood Planned Unit Development Guidelines and Specific Plan; (4) Resolution No.
2014-0105 amending the City’s Bikeway Master Plan to incorporate the Bikeway Network for
the McKinley Village Project; (5) Resolution No. 2014-0106 adopting Findings of Fact and
approving the McKinley Village Project; (6) the CEQA Findings of Fact of the City Council of the
City of Sacramento for the McKinley Village Project prepared in support of the aforementioned
Resolution 2014-0106; (7) Ordinance No. 2014-012 amending the City’s Zoning Code to rezone
the Project Area from M-2 to R-1A PUD, R-2A PUD and RMX PUD; and (8) Ordinance No.
2014-011 Approving City Agreement No 2014-0494, A Development Agreement (McKinley
Village).
The Writ remanded these approvals back to the City for reconsideration upon compliance with
the Writ and further ordered the City to take action necessary to bring the transportation and
circulation section of the Project EIR into compliance with CEQA and the Court of Appeal’s
decision prior to reconsidering certification of the EIR.
The Writ does not expand on the scope of the remedy as determined by the Court of Appeal
and described above. The Revised Draft EIR and Appendix A to the Revised Draft EIR directly
respond to the only issue that the Court of Appeal asked the City to address in a revised
document: the use of the City’s General Plan policy/threshold addressing impacts in the
downtown Core Area. Nothing more was required.
Legal Costs
The City notes that the litigation is being funded by the project applicant pursuant to an
indemnity agreement, which is standard protocol for proposed new development projects
in the City.
Decertification
A number of commenters suggest the Court of Appeal directed the City to decertify the EIR
prior to taking action to remedy the one noted deficiency in the traffic analysis. As noted
above, the Judgment entered by the Superior Court, implementing the Court of Appeal
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decision, requires the City to set aside the previous EIR certification. The City intends to
comply with this requirement.
As stated above, the trial court issued the Writ on March 21, 2017, ordering the City to rescind
and set aside the Project approvals and decertify the EIR. The City is complying with this order
by considering adopting a resolution to rescind the 2014 project approvals, which will be
approved prior to certification of the Revised Final EIR. Moreover, the Writ gives the City 70
days from March 21, 2017 to comply and file a return to the Writ with the trial court.
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Master Response 2
City of Sacramento Level of Service Thresholds and
Applicability to the McKinley Village EIR
Several commenters question the City’s approach in the McKinley Village Revised Draft EIR to
rely on conformity with the City’s General Plan Mobility Policy to support its finding of less-thansignificant impacts at specified intersections in the City’s Core Area. The evidence provided in the
Revised Draft EIR supports the conclusion that impacts at these intersections will be less than
significant. In addition, since publication of the Revised Draft EIR, the City has received a letter
from Sacramento Regional Transit (Letter 53) and the Sacramento Area Council of Governments
(SACOG, Letter 55) in support of the City’s use of LOS F as the thresholds of significance in the
Core Area (or Downtown core). This support from relevant agencies is due to the fact that the
City’s use of the 2030 and current 2035 General Plan Mobility Policies to determine the
significance of impacts in the Core Area shifts focus away from matters such as road widening
and driver inconvenience to reducing environmental impacts such as greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions by incentivizing infill development that will reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT).
Agencies throughout California have used thresholds based on level of service to determine
significance of environmental effects, and the CEQA Guidelines include conflict with level of
service standards as one potential metric for transportation/traffic impacts. (Appendix G, XVI)
Traffic congestion can result in extended idling time for vehicles, which can result in
concentrations of carbon monoxide. Identification of significant impacts based on congestion may
support mitigation that requires physical changes in the environment, such as increased
roadways, installation of traffic controls, re-paving and re-striping.
The process of identifying a significant effect that leads to increased roadway and intersection
capacity via CEQA mitigation may, however, run counter to the City’s efforts to comply with the
various requirements that have been imposed by state law and regulation, as well as legitimate City
policies. These policies, for example, support infill development and a multi-modal transportation
system that would tend to reduce vehicle miles traveled, one of the key generators of carbon dioxide
and thus a key ingredient of the City’s efforts to comply with state law and regulation.
As discussed in Appendix A of the Revised Draft EIR, the application of flexible LOS standards is
aimed at encouraging densified development near and around the downtown to encourage a
more compact, infill growth pattern that contributes to increased walking, bicycling and use of
alternative modes of transit, and resulting reduction in VMT, consistent with recent State
legislation aimed at reducing GHG emissions. These include Assembly Bill (AB) 32 and Senate
Bills (SB) 32, 375, 226, and 743, each of which promotes infill development, reduction of vehicle
miles traveled, and/or multi-modal mobility for GHG reduction and other environmental benefits
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associated with more compact, urban, and transit-served development. The goals and directives
of AB 32, SB 375, SB 226, and SB 743 are described in more detail in Appendix A of the Revised
Draft EIR, to provide more context for the City’s LOS policy. Some additional detail follows below.
As described in Appendix A, the Legislature passed the California Global Warming Solutions
Act of 2006 (AB 32), which created a comprehensive, multi-year program to reduce GHG
emissions in California. AB 32 required the California Air Resources Board (ARB) to develop a
Scoping Plan that describes the approach California will take to reduce GHGs to achieve the
goal of reducing emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. The Scoping Plan was first approved by
ARB in 2008 and must be updated every five years.
ARB adopted the First Update to the Climate Change Scoping Plan (First Update) on May 22,
2014, which concludes that the State is on track to meet the near-term 2020 goal and well
positioned to maintain and continue reductions in the years beyond. (First Update, ES2.) As
stated in the First Update, the way that communities and infrastructure are designed and built
can significantly minimize vehicle miles traveled. (First Update, p. 36.) The First Update notes
that the Sustainable Communities Strategies (SCS) developed under SB 375 to influence land
use development have met or exceeded the ARB-set regional GHG reduction targets, and
successful implementation of these SCS plans is a “critical next step” in achieving the
associated GHG emission reductions. As stated in the First Update, implementation to realize
these GHG reductions hinges on local governments taking planning actions consistent with the
regional SCS.
As discussed in Appendix A, SACOG is responsible for preparing the SCS for the Sacramento
region and determined that the Project is consistent with its 2012 Metropolitan Transportation
Plan (MTP)/SCS due to its location of residential uses near Downtown that will reduce GHG
emissions by developing new uses near existing infrastructure and transportation choices.
Following approval of the McKinley Village Project (Project), SACOG adopted an updated 2016
MTP/SCS. SACOG has determined that the Project is also consistent with the 2016 MTP/SCS
for the same reasons it was found to be consistent with the 2012 MTP/SCS. The City’s approval
of the Project thus helps with the “critical” next step identified by ARB of local agencies
implementing the SCS by approving consistent projects to achieve GHG reduction goals.
Further, ARB is currently preparing the 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan Update (Second
Update) to address SB 32, which codifies a 2030 GHG emissions reduction target of 40 percent
below 1990 levels. Among the “high-level objectives and goals” to reduce GHG emissions in the
transportation sector is to “update the CEQA metric of transportation impact from level of
service (LOS) to VMT statewide.” (Second Update, p. 101.) Appendix C to the Second Update,
“Vibrant Communities and Landscapes,” includes several actions that the State will take to
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maximize GHG reductions through reductions in VMT. These actions will promote infill and
compact development patterns with integrated transportation and green infrastructure, which
aside from reducing GHG, can also reduce pressures on natural systems and result in lower
water and energy use, and save local governments and the State money by reducing the longterm costs of providing service and infrastructure to low density development. (Second Update,
Appendix C, pp. 3-4.)
The Second Update cites SB 743 and implementation of its guidelines as a key to encouraging
land use and transportation decisions that minimize GHG emissions through reduced VMT. The
Office of Planning and Research (OPR) released a draft of the SB 743 Guidelines on January
20, 2016. The Draft Guidelines remove consideration of automobile LOS from Appendix G of
the CEQA Guidelines, which provides the basis for many agencies’ significance thresholds, and
instead focuses on a project’s contribution to substantial additional VMT. (Draft Guidelines, pp.
8-9.) The Technical Advisory on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA attached to the
Draft Guidelines also recognizes the importance of developing projects consistent with the
region’s SCS, noting that development consistent with assumptions for development in an SCS
is likely to be more travel efficient. (Draft Guidelines, p. 24.)
Importantly, all of the State efforts described above and in Appendix A to the Revised Draft EIR
recognize that roadway congestion, while an inconvenience to drivers, is not itself an
environmental impact. (See Pub. Resource Code, § 21099, subd. (b)(2) [“automobile delay, as
described solely by level of service or similar measures of vehicular capacity or traffic
congestion shall not be considered a significant impact on the environment pursuant to
[CEQA]”].) LOS is a qualitative evaluation measure that describes how well a transportation
facility performs from the traveler’s perspective. (Fehr & Peers, McKinley Village Transportation
Impact Study Supplemental Materials Explaining the City of Sacramento LOS Thresholds (see
Appendix A), p.1 citing Transportation Research Board’s Highway Capacity Manual.) As stated
in the opening explanation of OPR’s Draft Guidelines, the Legislative findings for SB 743 make
it clear that CEQA can no longer “treat vibrant communities, transit and active transportation
options as adverse environmental outcomes.” (Draft Guidelines, p. 1.) As a result of shifting
focus away from LOS, “CEQA will no longer mandate roadways that focus on automobiles to
the exclusion of every other transportation option” and “will no longer mandate excessive, and
expensive, roadway capacity.” (Ibid.)
As further explained in SACOG’s 2016 MTP/SCS EIR, and as cited in the March 10, 2017
comment letter from Sacramento Regional Transit:
Urban economists recognize congestion as a cost of proximity and density as
more people and activities locate closer together to improve accessibility, vehicle
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travel speeds tend to decline. They recognize that traffic congestion tends to
maintain equilibrium: it increases to the point that delays discourage additional
peak-period vehicle trips. From this perspective, traffic congestion is a modest
problem, provided that overall accessibility is optimized through local transport
options (good walking, cycling, public transit, delivery services, etc.), transport
network connectivity, land use proximity, and efficient pricing.
(Regional Transit Letter 53 re: McKinley Village Revised Draft EIR Comments and Concurrence on
City of Sacramento Flexible LOS Standard, p. 2, citing SACOG MTP/SCS Draft EIR, p. 1623.) Consistent with these findings, the City has determined that increased congestion is acceptable
in the downtown Core Area. By applying a flexible LOS threshold, the City is incentivizing infill
development, which results in better transit options and increased connectivity that reduces overall
vehicle miles travelled and actual environmental impacts related to air quality and GHG emissions. If
by contrast, the City determined that LOS E and F in the Downtown Core Area was a significant
impact, it would require ever-expanding roadway capacity, which urban economists have
determined will always be used to the point of congestion, no matter how big the roadways become.
(Duranton and Turner, The Fundamental Law of Road Congestion: Evidence from U.S Cities
(October 2011); see also SACOG MTP/SS Draft EIR, p. 16-23.) This would mean ever-increasing
VMT with resultant increases in GHG emissions.
As stated in SACOG’s March 21, 2017 letter (see Letter 55), focusing on inconvenience created
by traffic delay through an over-emphasis on LOS, particularly in an employment- and transitrich area like the Core Area, has the potential to result in an increase rather than decrease in
the environmental impacts of the City’s transportation network. SACOG notes that widening
roads and reducing congestion can:


induce faster speeds and increase VMT,



increase the physical distance and time required to cross streets, and spread out land
uses, both of which can make walking and biking less attractive options,



require use of eminent domain, making roadway expansion extremely expensive and
frequently impractical,



result in impacts to biological resources,



impose a significant burden on infill development projects, which are already
substantially more expensive to construct than greenfield development projects, and



drive development to the urban edges, resulting in increased regional VMT and
associated GHG emissions in direct conflict with the objectives of SACOG’s MTP/SCS.
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For all of these reasons, RT and SACOG have stated their support for the City’s decision to use
a flexible LOS standard that allows greater congestion in the Core Area than in other areas of
the City as an appropriate method for evaluating the environmental significance of an infill
project’s transportation impacts.
The City’s Mobility Policy allowing LOS E and F in the Core Area is further supported by a report
from OPR and the Center for Law, Energy, and the Environment at the University of California,
Berkeley, regarding ways that local governments can integrate infill planning into their general
plans based on the policy roadmap set by best-practice communities. (Integrating Infill Planning
in California’s General Plans: A Policy Roadmap Based on Best-Practice Communities,
California Governor’s Office of Planning and Research and the Center for Law, Energy and the
Environment at the University of California, Berkeley School of Law, September 2014.) The
report notes one of the primary ways of changing LOS standards to promote infill involves
exempting certain areas from meeting generally applicable LOS standards. (CLEE Report, p.
25.) The report includes a list of sample policies that include allowing for flexible LOS standards
or eliminating application of LOS standards altogether in infill areas. (Id. at pp. 26-27.) The
City’s Mobility Policy is consistent with the recommended policies.
As stated in the Supplemental Materials provided by Fehr & Peers (see Appendix A), determining
the appropriate LOS threshold to apply across the various communities within the City required
consideration of the land use context and diversity of travel options. (Supplemental Materials, p. 2;
see also RT Letter noting that the City consulted with RT in developing its flexible LOS policy and
RT’s support for the policy.) In the downtown Core Area, LOS F was allowed during peak hours
recognizing that employment and entertainment destinations are highly concentrated and effectively
connected through multiple modes with the greatest level of transit service. (Id. pp. 2-3.) The high
levels of connectivity for all travel modes are due in part to the urban street grid that provides access
to the dense and diverse mix of land uses found within this area. Importantly, lower quality of service
associated with LOS F for driving does not mean that destinations in the Core Area are not
accessible by the other modes. In fact, transit or bicycling during peak hours in the Core Area may
offer a superior experience for travelers with greater speed and reliability than driving plus the added
benefit of generating fewer emissions of air pollutants and GHGs. (Id. pp. 2-3.) The Supplemental
Materials provide evidence that allowing higher delays in areas such as the Downtown Core Area,
and providing other modes of transportation (i.e., waling, bicycling, and transit options), this area of
the City has some of the lowest VMT in the region. (Id. pp. 3-5, 7.)
Specifically, as an area adjacent to Downtown and East Sacramento, VMT from residents of the
McKinley Village Project is anticipated to range from 11.3 to 13.5 per day. (Id. at p. 5 [Table 1].)
This represents an approximately 9 to 24% reduction over the citywide average and a 26 to
38% reduction as compared to the regional average. (Id. at p. 4.) This substantial reduction in
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VMT as compared to the citywide and regional average demonstrates that, notwithstanding
some potential inconvenience associated with congestion, the Project will result in overall
environmental benefits, such as air quality benefits and reduced roadway wear and tear, due to
Project residents’ reduced daily use of the City’s roadway network as compared to baseline per
capita conditions.
As described in its January 6, 2017 letter requesting de-publication of the appellate court’s
decision addressed by the Revised Draft EIR, OPR noted the Legislature’s intent to “[m]ore
appropriately balance the needs of congestion management with statewide goals related to infill
development, promotion of public health through active transportation, and reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions.” (OPR Depub Letter, p. 1, citing SB 743, section 1.) As stated in its
letter, OPR has since been working with local governments to recognize the environmental
benefits of measuring VMT instead of congestion, and of promoting more urban infill projects.
OPR cautions against discouraging local governments from approving urban infill because of
traffic congestion, or from updating their environmental review procedures to shift focus away
from congestion.
OPR’s recommendations are consistent with the legislative direction included in SB 375, which
expressly directs that potential congestion and related traffic impacts of qualifying infill projects –
such as the McKinley Village Project – on the regional transportation network not be
“reference[d], describe[d], or discuss[ed]” in the Project’s EIR. (Pub. Resources Code, §
21159.28, subd. (a).) SB 375’s legislative directive demonstrates that for qualifying infill projects
congestion-related traffic concerns on the regional transportation network should not be
considered significant environmental impacts for the purposes of CEQA. Importantly, as stated
in SACOG’s March 21, 2017 letter (Letter 55), the majority of Core Area roadways impacted by
the Project are part of the regional transportation network. All of this substantial evidence
supports the approach used in the EIR to analyze the environmental significance of the project’s
traffic impacts.
These considerations support the City’s conclusion that increased traffic congestion in the
Downtown core should not be treated as a significant effect on the environment. This conclusion is
not simply based on the applicable general plan policy, but on the determination that the physical
effects on the environment that may result from increased congestion would not result in a
substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in the physical conditions within the area
affected by the project. (CEQA Guidelines section 15382)
The Court of Appeal pointed to a similar effect at locations outside the Downtown core that the City
treated as significant under CEQA and questioned whether the City was simply relying on its
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general plan policy. In fact, the City’s use of a threshold for the Downtown core that differs from its
threshold outside of that area is reasonable.
The first step in impact analysis requires identification of the environmental setting. The Downtown
core presents an environmental setting substantially differing from the remainder of most of the City.
The Downtown core is composed of a street grid that is interrupted only sporadically by parks and
the state Capitol. In vehicle traffic respects, the grid allows drivers to make a variety of choices of
routes, resulting in an organic system that changes over time as drivers change their patterns and
timing to respond to traffic conditions. While there are some areas of the City that also have a grid
street system, none, including the area involved here, are as extensive and organic as the
Downtown core.
The Downtown core is also transit-rich. It is served by regional transit with light rail and bus service,
and its streets are pedestrian-friendly. The area is increasingly bicycle-friendly. The Downtown core
is home to entertainment options that are accessible via pedestrian and bicycle modes, including
restaurants, bars, neighborhood theaters and large venues such as the Golden 1 Arena. In addition,
the Downtown core is the site of most of the historic districts in the City.
The impact of roadway or intersection congestion is different in the Downtown core than in other
areas. Physical changes in capacity would have a substantially greater potential for significant effect
in the Downtown area, and would tend to result in greater disruption of neighboring properties and,
potentially, historic resources.
There are other areas of the City that have some of these characteristics. It is a reasonable exercise of
the City’s discretion, however, to distinguish between different areas of the community on the basis of
general conditions, as long as the City relies on substantial evidence in making these distinctions. The
City believes the environmental setting east of the Business 80 freeway is substantially different than
for the Downtown core, and this affects the significance conclusions reached.
While the McKinley Village Project would add traffic to all intersections and roadways within the
“Core Area” specifically, at intersections 28th, 29th and 30th streets changing conditions from
LOS C to LOS E and from LOS A to LOS D, under Existing Plus Project conditions, and
changing conditions to LOS F with delay, under Cumulative Plus Project conditions, the City
determines this change in LOS to be acceptable. The City considered impacts to the roadway
system are considered significant if the traffic generated by the Project degrades the overall
roadway system operation to the extent that the Project would not be consistent with General
Plan Mobility Policies M 1.1.1,1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.4, 1.3.3 and 1.3.5.
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Intersections along 28th, 29th, and 30th Streets are within a congested area during the AM and
PM peak hours given that two of the State Route 51 (Business 80/Capital City Freeway) on/off
ramps to are located at E Street/29th Street and E Street/30th intersections. In the City’s
judgment, it is infeasible to widen those roadways to add more capacity to maintain an LOS AD, therefore, LOS F was considered acceptable if the Project is providing improvements to the
overall system and promoting non-vehicular trips (walking, bicycling).
As provided in the 2014 EIR project description, and the Project’s conditions of approval, the
Project will provide a direct pedestrian and bicycle access to Sutter Landing Park. This will be
accomplished by: constructing A Street which will connect C Street to 28th Street; improve the
A Street Bridge which crosses SR 51; and improving 28th Street between A Street and B Street
by constructing sidewalks and bike lanes facilities. This direct connection between C Street in
East Sacramento and 28th Street in Midtown will provide a safer route for pedestrians and
bicyclists from East Sacramento to Sutter Landing Park. Currently, the pedestrian and bicycle
connection between East Sacramento and Sutter Landing Park is provided along E Street.
Pedestrians and bicyclists currently have to cross two on/off freeway ramp intersections at 29th
Street and 30th Street going towards 28th Street. With the construction of the McKinley Village
Project, the direct connection to 28th Street along A Street would encourage more residents to
walk or bike to the park and reduce vehicles using this corridor.
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Stephanie Tadlock, Environmental Scientist, Central Valley Regional
Water Quality Control Board, February 24, 2017

1-1:

The comment describes the Basin Plan developed by the CVRWQCB. This is not
relevant to the Revised Draft EIR, nor is it within the scope of the Revised Draft EIR. The
comment is noted and no further response is required.

1-2:

The comment notes that the Project must comply with the Antidegradation Policy and
the Antidegradation Implementation Policy included in the Basin Plan. This requirement
is not relevant to the Revised Draft EIR, nor is it within the scope of the Revised Draft
EIR. The comment is noted and no further response is required.

1-3:

The comment describes the requirement to obtain a Construction Stormwater General
Permit if one or more acre of soil is disturbed. The project applicant is required to obtain all
necessary permits and to prepare a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan in order to
commence construction activities. The comment also provides information on MS4 permits
and an Industrial Storm Water General Permit as well as 404 permit, 401 water quality
permit, waste discharge requirements, and dewatering permits. These requirements and
permits are not relevant to the Revised Draft EIR, nor is it within the scope of the Revised
Draft EIR. The comment is noted and no further response is required.

1-4:

The comment includes information about required coverage necessary for commercial
irrigated agricultural use of a property under the Irrigated Lands Regulatory Program.
This does not apply to the Project as the project site does not include irrigated lands
used for commercial irrigation, nor is it within the scope of the Revised Draft EIR. The
comment is noted and no further response is required.

1-5:

The comment includes information regarding Low or Limited Threat General NPDES
Permits and general NPDES Permits. This requirement is not within the scope of the
Revised Draft EIR. The comment is noted and no further response is required.
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2-1:
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Janet Maira, President, East Sacramento Preservation, Inc.,
March 1, 2017

The commenter is requesting the City comply with the Third District Court of Appeal decision
on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento and
decertify the EIR and prepare a new traffic study for public review and comment.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.

2-1:

The commenter believes that the City is attempting to circumvent the Court of Appeal’s
ruling by adopting a Revised Draft EIR before the Superior Court can issue the Order.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.

2-3:

The commenter is providing an opinion that the City is circumventing the law.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1 for more information regarding the
legal ruling.
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George Raya, Marshall-New Era Neighborhood Association, March 3, 2017

The comment states opposition to the Revised Draft EIR because it does not include a
new traffic analysis or new mitigation measures.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 4-10 and Master Response 1,
which addresses this issue in detail.

3-2:

The comment notes the Marshall New Era Neighborhood Association (MNENA)
previously submitted comments on the McKinley Village Draft EIR in January 2014. The
comment notes the prior comment indicated that the Project would bring 1,800 vehicles
into Midtown which was not evaluated in a thorough traffic analysis.
This comment is referencing a prior comment that was provided on the McKinley Village
Draft EIR. This concern was addressed in Response to Comment 19-1 (FEIR, p. 3-345).
The comment is outside the scope of the Revised Draft EIR; therefore, the comment is
noted and provided to the decision-makers for their consideration.

3-3:

The comment indicates that the EIR traffic analysis was inadequate and notes that
construction-related traffic associated with construction of the McKinley Village project is
resulting in significant impacts.
The Transportation and Circulation section in the McKinley Village Draft EIR recognized
that “Project buildout could cause potentially significant impacts due to constructionrelated activities” (DEIR, p. 4.9-62). To address this potential impact, Mitigation Measure
4.9-5 was identified to reduce the impact to less than significant. Mitigation Measure 4.95 states:
4.9-5 Prior to the beginning of construction, the applicant shall prepare a
construction traffic and parking management plan to the satisfaction of City
Traffic Engineer and subject to review by all affected agencies. The plan shall
ensure that acceptable operating conditions on local roadways and freeway
facilities are maintained. At a minimum, the plan shall include:


Description of trucks including: number and size of trucks per day,
expected arrival/departure times, truck circulation patterns.



Description of staging area including: location, maximum number of
trucks simultaneously permitted in staging area, use of traffic control
personnel, specific signage.
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Description of street closures and/or bicycle and pedestrian facility
closures including: duration, advance warning and posted signage,
safe and efficient access routes for emergency vehicles, and use of
manual traffic control.



Description of driveway access plan including: provisions for safe
vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle travel, minimum distance from any
open trench, special signage, and private vehicle accesses.

The construction traffic and parking management plan identified in Mitigation Measure
4.9-5 was developed prior to the beginning of construction of the Project, and has been
enforced by the City. In compliance with this plan, signage has been installed directing
construction traffic to use the designated routes (see Figure 1). There is a protocol in
place for residents to share concerns with the City and report their observations
regarding noncompliance with the plan.
3-4:

The comment correctly states the Revised Draft EIR cites the City’s 2030 General Plan
policy M 1.2.2, which allows LOS E and F at intersections within the City’s Core Area. The
comment notes this policy is designed to increase transit ridership, biking and walking and
that the McKinley Village Project increases rather than decreases vehicle trips.
Please see Response to Comment 4-3 and Master Response 2 that provides more
information in regards to the City’s flexible LOS policy.

3-5:

The comment is requesting that the City comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and decertify the EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.

3-6:

The commenter is appreciative that the City has installed traffic calming measures along
C Street including a roundabout and stop signs on 23rd Street, two new stop signs and a
half Street closure at 28th/C Streets, but notes this has not addressed the increase in
traffic and supports a vehicular underpass at Alhambra Boulevard.
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Figure 1
The feasibility of constructing an underpass under the Union Pacific rail lines (UPRR) to
allow vehicle access between the project site and the northern terminus of Alhambra
Boulevard was addressed in Master 1, Response Overview of Alhambra Boulevard and
Lanatt Street as Project Access, in the McKinley Village Final EIR (available on the
City’s website at https://www.cityofsacramento.org/Community-Development/Planning/
Environmental). As noted in Master Response 2 and in Chapter 2, Project Description of the
McKinley Village EIR (DEIR, p. 2-45), the McKinley Village Project potentially included a
proposed pedestrian/bicycle underpass that would connect to Alhambra Boulevard, if
approved by UPRR and the appropriate government agencies. As part of the Conditions of
Project Approval (COA) the City has assumed responsibility for this underpass and it has been
removed as part of the Project. Included in the COA for the Project, the project applicant
provided the City with $100,000 in 2014 to study the feasibility of constructing a vehicular
underpass in this location. The City contracted with Parsons, a local engineering firm to
assess the feasibility of constructing an underpass and the reports, prepared in March 2014
and April 2014 (available on the City’s website at https://www.cityofsacramento.org/
Community-Development/Planning/Environmental), provide more detailed information on the
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feasibility and the potential costs to construct an underpass in this location. To date, the City
has yet to determine whether to move forward with constructing the underpass. The project
applicant has agreed to pay the City approximately $1.9 million dollars towards future
construction of the underpass; however, if the City is not able to obtain the necessary
approvals, permits or funding to construct the underpass, the City will use this money to fund
improvements to vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian connections between the project site and
adjacent neighborhoods. Priority will be given to improvements that benefit bicyclists,
pedestrians, and transit. The commenter’s request for an underpass at Alhambra Boulevard is
noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
3-7:

The comment is requesting that the tables included in the Revised Draft EIR be
numbered and information included that describes what average delay is referencing.
The commenter is also requesting copies of Tables 4.9-10 and 4.9-20 from the McKinley
Village EIR be included.
The tables provided in the Revised Draft EIR on page 1-1 and 1-2 are numbered and
new information is shown in underline text, included below.
Table 1-1
Existing Plus Project Conditions - Core Area Intersection1 LOS E or F Operations2

Intersection 3
E Street/29th Street/SB
Capital City Freeway OffRamp 4

Control
Traffic Signal

Peak
Hour
AM
PM

Existing
Level of
Average
Service
Delay5
C
26
C
22

Existing Plus Project
Level of
Average
Service
Delay5
E
66
C
31

Notes:
1
The Court agreed with the City’s approach in the EIR to analyze intersections in order to determine significance
of Project and cumulative impacts, rather than roadway segments. (Opinion, pp. 16-17.)
2
See Table 4.9-10 (pp.4.9-52 to 54) from the Draft EIR for the full table of intersections analyzed in the Draft EIR.
This table only lists intersections in the Core Area that, under Existing plus Project conditions, will operate at
either LOS E or F.
3
The Court also referenced the intersection of 28th and E Street, which decreases from LOS A to D; however,
LOS D is an acceptable LOS anywhere in the City, and not just in the Core Area. (DEIR, pp. 4.9-45 -4.9-46, 4.953; Opinion, p. 19.)
4
As described in the EIR, information on operations at intersections that are part of the regional transportation
network (which includes the Capitol City Freeway) are provided for information purposes only. (DEIR, p. 4.9-38.)
5
For signalized and all-way stop controlled intersections, average intersection delay is reported in seconds per
vehicle for the overall intersection.
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Table 1-2
Cumulative Plus Project Conditions - Core Area Intersection LOS E or F Operations5

Intersection6
C Street/28th Street
E Street/28th Street
H Street/28th Street
E Street/29th Street/SB Capital
City Freeway Off-Ramp4
H Street/29th Street/SB Capital
City Freeway On-Ramp4
E Street/30th Street
H Street/30th Street/NB Capital
City Freeway On-Ramp4

Control
All-Way
Stop
All-Way
Stop
Traffic
Signal
Traffic
Signal
Traffic
Signal
Traffic
Signal
Traffic
Signal

Peak
Hour
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

Cumulative
Level of
Average
Service
Delay7
D
27
F
69
D
29
E
49
C
16
F
146
D
49
E
77
E
60
D
47
D
39
C
33
F
119
F
266

Cumulative Plus Project
Level of
Average
Service
Delay7
E
40
F
108
F
53
F
69
D
38
F
164
D
55
F
142
E
65
D
45
D
40
E
51
F
124
F
314

Notes:
4
As described in the EIR, information on operations at intersections that are part of the regional transportation
network (which includes the Capitol City Freeway) are provided for information purposes only. (DEIR, p. 4.9-38.)
5
See Table 4.9-20 (pp.4.9-77 to 79) from the Draft EIR for the full table of intersections analyzed in the Draft EIR.
This table only lists intersections in the Core Area that, under Cumulative plus Project conditions, will operate at
either LOS E or F.
6
Note that, at the intersection of D Street and 28th Street, certain turn movements operate at LOS F in the
Cumulative Plus Project condition as noted in parenthesis in Table 4.9-20; however, impacts are determined
based on overall operation of the intersection, which is acceptable LOS C.
7
For signalized and all-way stop controlled intersections, average intersection delay is reported in seconds per
vehicle for the overall intersection.

As noted on page 1-3 of the Revised Draft EIR, copies of the complete transportation
chapter are available for review during normal business hours (Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. to 4 p.m.) or on the City’s website at http://www.cityofsacramento.org/dsd/planning/
environmental.cfm. To address the commenter’s request, Tables 4.9-10 and 4.9-20 from the
McKinley Village EIR are reprinted below in their entirety; however, the information provided
in these tables, with the exception of the excerpts provided above, are provided for
informational purposes only and are not subject to additional review and comment.
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Table 4.9-10
Intersection Operations – Existing Plus Project Conditions

Intersection
C Street/28th Street

Control
All-Way Stop

D Street/28th Street
E Street/28th Street

Side-Street
Stop
All-Way Stop

H Street/28th Street

Traffic Stop

I Street/28th Street

All-way Stop

E Street/29th Street/SB Capital
City Freeway Off-Ramp
H Street/29th Street/SB Capital
City Freeway On-Ramp
E Street/30th Street/NB Capital
City Freeway On-Ramp
H Street/30th Street/NB
Capital City Freeway On-Ramp
C Street/Alhambra Boulevard

Traffic Signal

E Street/Alhambra Boulevard

Traffic Signal

H Street/Alhambra Boulevard

Traffic Signal

C Street/33rd Street

All-Way Stop

McKinley Boulevard/33rd
Street
C Street/35th Street

All-Way Stop

McKinley Boulevard/35th
Street

Side-Street
Stop

Traffic Signal
Traffic Signal
Traffic Signal
All-Way Stop

All-Way Stop
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Peak
Hour
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

Existing
Level of
Average
Service
Delay1
A
9
A
9
A (B)
1 (11)
A (B)
1 (11)
A
7
A
7
A
8
A
9
A
8
A
9
C
26
C
22
B
19
C
29
C
26
C
20
D
39
D
36
A
9
A
9
E
61
C
22
F
96
E
73
A
9
A
9
B
13
B
13
A
9
A
9
A (C)
2 (17)
A (B)
2 (15)

Existing Plus Project
Level of
Average
Service
Delay1
A
9
A
10
A (B)
1 (12)
A (B)
1 (12)
D
32
B
14
A
9
A
10
A
8
A
9
E
66
C
31
C
21
C
29
D
45
C
27
D
40
D
38
A
9
A
9
E
77
C
25
F
110
E
80
A
10
A
10
B
13
B
14
A
9
B
10
A (C)
2 (17)
A (C)
2 (15)
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Table 4.9-10
Intersection Operations – Existing Plus Project Conditions

Intersection
McKinley Boulevard/36th
Street
C Street/39th Street
C Street/ San Miguel Way
C Street/ San Antonio Way
36th Way/San Antonio Way
McKinley Boulevard/San
Antonio Way
C Street/40th Street
36th Way/40th Street
McKinley Boulevard/40th
Street
C Street/Tivoli Way
36th Way/Tivoli Way
McKinley Boulevard/Tivoli Way
C Street/Meister Way
36th Way/Meister Way
McKinley Boulevard/Meister
Way
Elvas Avenue/McKinley
Boulevard

Control
All-Way Stop
Side-Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
All-Way Yield
Side Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
All-Way Yield
Side-Street
Stop
Side –Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
All-Way Stop
Side-Street
Stop

Peak
Hour
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

Existing
Level of
Average
Service
Delay1
B
11
A
10
A (A)
1 (10)
A (B)
1 (10)
A (A)
0 (10)
A (B)
0 (10)
A (B)
1 (11)
A (B)
1 (11)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (A)
2 (10)
A (A)
1 (9)
A (B)
1 (11)
A (B)
1 (11)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (B)
2 (10)
A (A)
1 (10)
A (A)
0 (10)
A (B)
0 (11)
A (A)
2 (9)
A (A)
3 (9)
A (A)
0 (9)
A (A)
0 (10)
A (B)
0 (11)
A (B)
0 (11)
A (A)
6 (9)
A (A)
6 (9)
A
8
A
8
A (A)
3 (10)
A (B)
2 (10)

Existing Plus Project
Level of
Average
Service
Delay1
B
11
A
10
A (A)
1 (10)
A (A)
1 (10)
A (B)
0 (11)
A (A)
0 (10)
A (B)
1 (11)
A (B)
1 (11)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (A)
2 (10)
A (A)
1 (9)
A (B)
1 (11)
A (B)
1 (11)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (B)
2 (10)
A (A)
1 (10)
A (B)
0 (10)
A (B)
0 (12)
A (A)
2 (9)
A (A)
3 (9)
A (A)
0 (9)
A (A)
0 (10)
A (B)
0 (11)
A (B)
0 (11)
A (A)
6 (9)
A (A)
6 (9)
A
8
A
8
A (A)
2 (10)
A (B)
2 (11)

Note:
1
For signalized and all-way stop controlled intersections, average intersection delay is reported in seconds per
vehicle for the overall intersection. For side-street stop controlled intersections, the delay is reported in seconds
per vehicles for the overall intersection and (worst approach).
Bold text indicates significant impact.
Source: Fehr & Peers 2013 (see Appendix O).
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Table 4.9-20
Intersection Operations – Cumulative Plus Project Conditions

Intersection
C Street/28th Street
D Street/28th Street
E Street/28th Street
H Street/28th Street
I Street/28th Street
E Street/29th Street/SB Capital
City Freeway Off-Ramp
H Street/29th Street/SB Capital
City Freeway On-Ramp
E Street/30th Street
H Street/30th Street/NB Capital
City Freeway On-Ramp
C Street/Alhambra
E Street/Alhambra Boulevard
H Street/Alhambra Boulevard
C Street/33rd Street
McKinley Boulevard/33rd Street
C Street/35th Street
McKinley Boulevard/35th Street
McKinley Boulevard/36th Street
C Street/39th Street
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Control
All-Way
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
All-Way
Stop
Traffic
Signal
All-Way
Stop
Traffic
Signal
Traffic
Signal
Traffic
Signal
Traffic
Signal
All-Way
Stop
Traffic
Signal
Traffic
Signal
All-Way
Stop
All-Way
Stop
All-Way
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
All-Way
Stop
Side-Street
Stop

Peak
Hour
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

Cumulative
Level of
Average
Service
Delay1
D
27
F
69
A (B)
2 (15)
A (B)
15 (48)
D
29
E
49
C
16
F
146
B
12
B
11
D
49
E
77
E
60
D
47
D
39
C
33
F
119
F
266
B
15
C
18
F
127
F
127
F
190
F
380
B
15
B
14
D
34
F
56
B
13
B
10
A (E)
4 (35)
A (D)
4 (33)
B
14
C
15
A (B)
1 (12)
A (B)
1 (11)

Cumulative Plus Project
Level of
Average
Service
Delay1
E
40
F
108
A (C)
2 (16)
C (F)
24 (84)
F
53
F
69
D
38
F
164
B
12
B
12
D
55
F
142
E
65
D
45
D
40
E
51
F
124
F
314
C
16
C
20
F
138
F
200
F
208
F
407
C
16
C
16
E
36
F
62
B
14
B
11
A (E)
4 (36)
A (D)
4 (35)
B
14
C
15
A (B)
1 (12)
A (B)
1 (11)
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Table 4.9-20
Intersection Operations – Cumulative Plus Project Conditions

Intersection
C Street/ San Miguel Way
C Street/ San Antonio Way
36th Way/San Antonio Way
McKinley Boulevard/San
Antonio Way
C Street/40th Street
36th Way/40th Street
McKinley Boulevard/40th Street
C Street/Tivoli Way
36th Way/Tivoli Way
McKinley Boulevard/Tivoli Way
C Street/Meister Way
36th Way/Meister Way
McKinley Boulevard/Meister
Way
Elvas Avenue/McKinley
Boulevard

Control
Side-Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
All-Way
Yield
Side Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
All-Way
Yield
Side-Street
Stop
Side –Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
Side-Street
Stop
All-Way
Stop
Side-Street
Stop

Peak
Hour
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

Cumulative
Level of
Average
Service
Delay1
A (B)
0 (11)
A (B)
0 (11)
A (B)
1 (13)
A (B)
1 (11)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (A)
1 (10)
A (A)
1 (10)
A (B)
1 (12)
A (B)
1 (11)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (B)
1 (12)
A (B)
2 (11)
A (B)
0 (13)
A (B)
0 (11)
A (A)
2 (9)
A (A)
1 (9)
A (B)
0 (10)
A (A)
0 (10)
A (B)
1 (12)
A (B)
0 (11)
A (A)
4 (10)
A (A)
7 (10)
A
9
A
9
A (B)
5 (12)
A (B)
3 (12)

Cumulative Plus Project
Level of
Average
Service
Delay1
A (B)
0 (11)
A (B)
0 (11)
A (B)
1 (13)
A (B)
1 (11)
A (A)
7 (8)
A (A)
7 (8)
A(A)
1 (10)
A(A)
1 (10)
A (B)
1 (12)
A (B)
1 (12)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (A)
7 (7)
A (B)
1 (12)
A (B)
2 (11)
A (B)
0 (13)
A (B)
0 (12)
A (A)
2 (9)
A (A)
1 (9)
A (B)
0 (10)
A (A)
0 (10)
A (B)
1 (12)
A (B)
0 (11)
A (A)
4 (10)
A (B)
7 (10)
A
9
A
9
A (B)
5 (13)
A (B)
3 (13)

Note:
1
For signalized and all-way stop controlled intersections, average intersection delay is reported in seconds per
vehicle for the overall intersection. For side-street stop controlled intersections, the delay is reported in seconds
per vehicles for the overall intersection and (worst approach).
Bold text indicates significant impact.
Source: Fehr & Peers 2013 (see Appendix O).
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The comment cites a passage from the Third District Appellate Court ruling in the East
Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento case and
notes the Revised Draft EIR relies on the City’s General Plan mobility policy to conclude
a finding of less than significant.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 4-3 that addresses the use of the
City’s General Plan mobility policy as a significance threshold and Master Response 1
that clarifies the legal rulings and Master Response 2 that provides further analysis on
using the City’s General Plan traffic policy as a threshold.

3-9:

The comment cites a passage from the Third District Appellate Court ruling in the East
Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento case and
notes the Revised Draft EIR should provide an explanation of the City’s LOS policy.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 4-3 that address the use of the
City’s General Plan mobility policy as a significance threshold and Master Response 1
that clarifies the legal rulings and Master Response 2 that provides further analysis on
using the City’s General Plan traffic policy as a threshold.

3-10: The comment references information provided in the McKinley Village Draft EIR
transportation section specific to Policy M 1.2.2 (a).
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 4-3 and Master Response 2 that
addresses this issue in detail.
3-11: The comment reiterates information from the Third District Appellate Court ruling in the
East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento case
and notes the intersections along 28th Street are in a quiet residential setting; therefore,
the City’s application of the Core Area as permissible to allow LOS E or F is not
warranted without additional traffic analysis.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 4-10 and Master Response 1 that
addresses the issue of preparing a new traffic study.
3-12: The comment states the City should provide the community with an update on the status
of the underpass and the disposition of the funds for alternative transportation
improvements. The comment goes on to say any revised traffic analysis should consider
the underpass as it relates to LOS impacts.
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Please see Response to Comment 3-6 which provides an update on the status of
the underpass.
3-13: The commenter is requesting the City provide an update on the feasibility study on the
underpass and if a report is not available the City should hold a community meeting to
update the residents on the status.
Please see Response to Comment 3-6 which provides an update on the status of
the underpass.
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Stephen R. Cook, Brown Rudnick LLP, March 3, 2017

4-1:

The comment summarizes arguments that are later set forth in Responses to Comments
4-10 to 4-17. The commenter is referred to Responses to Comments 4-8 through 4-17
and Master Response 1.

4-2:

The comment summarizes portions of the court’s opinion in East Sacramento
Partnership for a Livable City v. City of Sacramento (2016) 5 Cal.App.5th 281 (ESPLC v.
City), specifically stating the Court held the EIR traffic analysis was deficient because it
relied on the City’s General Plan and ordered the City to remedy this deficiency.
In that case, the Court of Appeal, Third Appellate District, upheld the McKinley Village
EIR with one narrow exception -- the Court held the traffic section in the EIR failed to
explain or provide substantial evidence to support the conclusion that the Project would
not result in significant traffic impacts to specific intersections on 28th, 29th and 30th
Streets. Specifically, the Court determined the EIR failed to explain why traffic levels of
service E and F are not considered significant environmental impacts. Pursuant to the
Court’s decision, “the City need only correct [this] deficiency in the EIR…before
considering recertification of the EIR.”
Aside from requiring the City to provide substantial evidence to support its LOS
threshold in the Core Area, the Court did not require any additional action by the City.
The City therefore prepared the Revised Draft EIR pursuant to the Court’s directive to
provide the evidence necessary to support the City’s determination that LOS E and F are
acceptable in the Core Area.
Notably, the Court upheld the remaining portions of the traffic section --- the Court did not
issue any ruling with regard to Meister Way, Tivoli Way, Elvas Avenue, or C Street or any
other streets mentioned in the comment letters submitted to the City. Nor did the Court order
the City to prepare a new traffic study. In fact, with the one noted exception regarding the
LOS policy, the Court upheld the traffic analysis in its entirety. The Court held:


A vehicular tunnel at Alhambra Boulevard was not part of the Project and did not
need to be included in the project description or analyzed in the EIR. (ESPLC v.
City, supra, 5 Cal.App.5th at p. 292.)



The half street closure on 28th Street, added in response to public requests for
this traffic calming measure, would reduce traffic impacts on 28th Street at C
Street and move the traffic to streets better able to handle the traffic; the addition
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of the half street closure is a “modest change” by the City in response to traffic
concerns and does not require additional analysis. (Id. at p. 294.)


The City did not remove the Sutter’s Landing Parkway from the General Plan as
part of the McKinley Village Project; if the City later proposes a project to amend
the General Plan to remove the Parkway, such action would be subject to its own
CEQA review. (Id. at p. 295.)



The EIR was not required to analyze and propose mitigation for the Project’s
impact on freeways because CEQA expressly allows lead agencies to streamline
the traffic analysis for certain projects like McKinley Village that are consistent
with the regional Sustainable Communities Strategy. (Id. at pp. 297-298; see also
March 21, 2017 letter from SACOG – Letter 55.)



Although the EIR did evaluate the Project’s impact on 19 roadway segments, the
EIR’s traffic analysis properly focused on intersections rather than roadway
segments because the roadway capacity is governed by intersections. (Id. at p. 298.)



The EIR need not be recirculated to address the C Street roadway segment
impact identified in the Final EIR because there was only a correction to the
roadway segment’s designation, there was no change in the amount of traffic on
this roadway segment. (Id. at p. 298.)



The traffic study was legally adequate and the EIR was not required to analyze
additional roadway segments on 29th Street, 30th Street and 33rd Street. (Id. at
p. 298-299.)



The mitigation measures proposed to reduce or avoid significant project level and
cumulative traffic impacts are adequate. (Id. at p. 303.)



The Project is consistent with the transportation policies in the General Plan. (Id.
at pp. 305-306.)

In addition to upholding the traffic analysis as discussed above, the Court of Appeal also
upheld the adequacy of the EIR in all other respects, including:


The adequacy of the project description as it relates to the development
agreement. (Id. at p. 291.)



The adequacy of the project description given the rezoning for multifamily units
and the overall increase in 8 units that occurred between the Draft and Final EIR.
(Id. at p. 292.)



The adequacy of the project description as it relates to driveway variances. (Id. at
pp. 292-293.)
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The adequacy of the EIR with regard to potential methane migration, toxic air
contaminants and health risks. (Id. at pp. 295-298.)



Consistency with the General Plan land use and environmental policies. (Id. at p.306.)



Consistency with the General Plan noise policies, including where to measure
noise impacts. (Id. at p.307.)

Again, the only issue that that the Court of Appeal asked the City to address in a revised
document was the use of the City’s General Plan policy/threshold addressing impacts in
the downtown Core Area. The Revised Draft EIR and Appendix A to the Revised Draft
EIR directly respond to the Court’s disposition.
The City followed the procedure required by the Court of Appeal and prepared a Revised
Draft EIR pursuant to the Court’s directive in order to discuss the substantial evidence
supporting the City’s determination that LOS E and F are acceptable in the Core Area.
On March 21, 2017, the Sacramento County Superior Court issued its Judgement and
Peremptory Writ of Mandate (“Writ”) directing the City to rescind and set aside its 2014
Project approvals and decertify the EIR. The Writ remanded these approvals back to the
City for reconsideration upon compliance with the Writ and further ordered the City to
take action necessary to bring the transportation and circulation section of the Project
EIR into compliance with CEQA and the Court of Appeal’s decision prior to reconsidering
certification of the EIR.
The Writ does not expand on the scope of the remedy as determined by the Court of
Appeal and described above. The Revised Draft EIR and Appendix A to the Revised
Draft EIR directly respond to the only issue that that the Court of Appeal asked the City
to address in a revised document: the use of the City’s General Plan policy/threshold
addressing impacts in the Downtown Core Area. Nothing more was required.
Please also see Response to Comment 4-12 regarding decertification of the EIR and
Master Response 1.
4-3:

The commenter alleges the City has failed to follow the Court of Appeal’s directive to
provide substantial evidence to support the EIR’s conclusion that traffic impacts to
specific intersections on 28th, 29th and 30th Streets are less than significant under the
City’s mobility policy. The commenter is incorrect.
The Court of Appeal determined the EIR failed to explain why traffic levels of service E
and F are not considered significant environmental impacts. Appendix A to the Revised
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Draft EIR provides the substantial evidence required by the Court. See also McKinley
Village Transportation Impact Study Supplemental Materials Explaining the City of
Sacramento LOS Thresholds (Supplemental Materials) provided by Fehr & Peers in
support of this Final Revised Draft EIR (included in Appendix A).
Appendix A explains, in part:
The General Plan thus favors “developing inward” for a more compact, infill growth
pattern that will lead to increased walking, bicycling and use of alternative modes of
transit, and to reduced automobile use, vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and greenhouse
gas emissions (GHG). (City of Sacramento 2009, p. 1-4.)
The General Plan Mobility Element contains policies to create a well-connected
transportation network, help walking become more practical for short trips, support
bicycling for both short- and long-distance trips, improve transit to serve key
destinations, conserve energy resources, reduce GHG emissions and air pollution, and
do so while continuing to accommodate auto mobility. The LOS threshold set forth in
Policy M 1.2.2 embodies this theme as it allows for more traffic in the higher-density,
transit-rich, downtown Core Area. Research has shown that dense, urban land use
environments are associated with decreased per capita vehicle travel and increased use
of alternative travel modes (Litman 2016; see also letter from Sacramento Regional
Transit dated March 10, 2017 [Letter 53]; letter from SACOG dated March 21, 2017
[Letter 55]). Additionally, numerous studies have found that increasing roadway capacity
leads to increased VMT, a principle called “induced travel” (Litman 2013, Handy 2015),
whereas increased vehicle travel time, such as increased delay, is associated with mode
shifts to transit, bicycling and walking (Litman 2013; Sacramento Regional Transit March
10, 2017 letter [Letter 53]). The City’s LOS policy allows for increased delay in order to
encourage mode shifts rather than increasing roadway capacity, with accompanying
physical impacts, and to encourage infill development that places homes proximate to
employment, entertainment, retail and neighborhood centers, promotes walkability,
biking and alternative modes of transit, and reduces the sprawl-related impacts
associated with increased vehicle trips and VMT.
The City’s policy determination to allow LOS F differentiates the Core Area – where
increased traffic delay is offset by walkable, transit-oriented, higher-density infill
development – from other parts of the City that are less dense and less transit-rich. This
differentiation addresses the concern raised by the Court regarding the EIR’s conclusion
that traffic increases are acceptable in the downtown urban Core Area (where densities
in the Midtown area average about 14 dwelling units per acre), but may not be
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acceptable in less dense areas outside the Core Area (where densities in East
Sacramento average about 7 dwelling units per acre). While traffic congestion may
increase in the Core Area, the City has determined that this congestion is acceptable in
downtown urban areas. Traffic delay may be an inconvenience to drivers but it is not a
physical environmental impact and such inconvenience is preferable to the significant
environmental impacts and adverse impacts to residences and businesses that are
caused by widening roadways to accommodate increased traffic and by increased VMT.
The City’s flexible LOS policy is just one example among a host of General Plan policies
that promote infill development (see e.g., LU Policies 1.1.1, 1.1.4, 1.1.5; LU Policy
2.1.5), diverse compact energy efficient residential development (see e.g., LU Goal 2.6,
LU Policies 2.6.1, 2.6.3; [LU Policy 4.1.10; LU Policies 4.5.1, and 4.5.2), well-connected
neighborhoods (see e.g., Goal LU 2.5 and Policies LU 2.5.1 and 2.5.2), and smart
growth and sustainable development concepts (see e.g., Goal LU 4.5 and Policies LU
4.5.1 through LU 4.5.6.) In addition, the 2030 General Plan Master EIR described the
City’s goals to promote infill development and reduce vehicle miles traveled noting,
among other things, that flexible LOS standards “will permit increased densities and mix
of uses to increase transit ridership, biking, and walking, which decreases auto travel,
thereby reducing air pollution, energy consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions.”
(City of Sacramento 2009, p. 6.12-50.)
Moreover, General Plan Policy M1.2.2 addresses the Attorney General’s
recommendations to “create an interconnected transportation system that allows a shift
in travel from private passenger vehicles to alternative modes, including public transit,
ride sharing, bicycling and walking” (Office of the California Attorney General Global
Warming Measures (9-26-08), p. 1) and helps achieve the GHG emissions reduction
targets set forth in Assembly Bill (AB) 32. The City’s goal of densifying development
near and around the downtown and adjacent older neighborhoods to encourage a more
compact, infill growth pattern that contributes to increased walking, bicycling and use of
alternative modes of transit is also consistent with Senate Bills (SB) 375, 226, and 743,
each of which promotes infill development, reduction of vehicle miles traveled, and/or
multi-modal mobility for purposes of greenhouse gas reduction and other environmental
benefits of more compact, urban, and transit-served development.
The western portion of the project traffic study area, including the intersections at issue
in the Court of Appeal’s decision, falls within the City’s Core Area and is well served by
existing infrastructure for walking, bicycling, and transit. In this area of the City, the
connectivity of the grid street system and density and diversity of land use patterns
also contribute to the viability of using alternative forms of travel. (See March 10, 2017
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Letter from Sacramento Regional Transit in support of City’s flexible LOS policy, pp. 2 3, Letter 53; see also March 21, 2017 letter from SACOG, Letter 55.) Therefore,
allowing higher levels of vehicle delay (i.e., LOS F) in this area helps to support usage
of the City’s overall multimodal travel system. Conversely, designing roads to meet a
higher LOS, (e.g., LOS A-D) may require the City to widen roadways and add more
turning lanes which results in more environmental impacts and longer pedestrian
crossing distances, and conflicts with the City’s goals of a walkable, bikeable, transitsupportive urban environment.
The City has determined that increased congestion at intersections within the Core Area
is acceptable and the Project’s potential traffic impacts, including those in the Core Area,
are less than significant. In addition, the City notes that it has many traffic calming and
traffic diversion measures in residential neighborhoods throughout the City. For
example, in the Midtown neighborhood there are traffic circles located at 27th/F, 26th/E,
25th/D, 25th/G, 24th/H, 24/I, and 26th/I Streets; and half-street closures at 28th/D,
28th/E, 25th/F, 27th/H, and 29th/G Streets. In addition, there are pedestrian islands, bulb
outs, and speed humps, lumps and tables to slow and calm traffic throughout the City.
Whether or not the City provided the substantial evidence required by the Court of
Appeal will be decided by the Superior Court after it issues its writ and reviews the
adequacy of the Revised Draft EIR during a process called the return to the writ.
4-4:

The commenter asserts the Revised Draft EIR improperly relies solely upon the mobility
policies in the City’s 2030 General Plan, rather than the City’s 2035 General Plan and
requires the City prepare a supplemental or subsequent EIR.
The commenter overlooks Appendix A to the Revised Draft EIR. Appendix A includes a
discussion of the Project’s traffic impact under both the 2030 General Plan Mobility
Policy 1.2.2, which was in effect at the time of Project approval, and the 2035 General
Plan Mobility Policy 1.2.2, which is currently in effect.
Policy M 1.2.2 as set forth in the City’s 2030 General Plan states that:
“The City shall allow for flexible Level of Service (LOS) standards,
which will permit increased densities and mix of uses to increase
transit ridership, biking and walking, which decreases auto travel,
thereby reducing air pollution, energy consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions.”
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To implement this flexible level of service, Policy M 1.2.2, subdivision a, provides the
following “Core Area Level of Service Exemption”:
“LOS F conditions are acceptable during peak hours in the Core Area
bounded by C Street, the Sacramento River, 30th Street and X Street. If a
Traffic Study is prepared and identifies a LOS impact that would
otherwise be considered significant to a roadway or intersection that is in
the Core Area, the project would not be required in that particular
instance to widen roadways in order for the City to find project
conformance with the General Plan. Instead, General Plan conformance
could still be found if the project provides improvements to other parts of
the citywide transportation system in order to improve transportationsystem-wide roadway capacity, to make intersection improvements, or to
enhance non-auto travel modes in furtherance of the General Plan goals.”
(City of Sacramento 2009, p. 2-162.)
The City’s 2035 General Plan, adopted after the Project was approved, modified Policy
M 1.2.2 to simply state “LOS F is allowed” in the Core Area, without requiring any
improvements to the citywide transportation system.
Appendix A to the Revised Draft EIR explains:
Following approval of the Project, the City adopted the 2035 General Plan. In East
Sacramento Partnership for a Livable City v. City of Sacramento, the Court of Appeal
concluded that, for purposes of determining general plan consistency, adoption of the
2035 General Plan mooted claims of inconsistency with the 2030 General Plan. This
ruling appears limited to the discussion of consistency with the General Plan, and the
court’s analysis of traffic intersection impacts did not state that the threshold based on
the 2030 General Plan was mooted by adoption of the 2035 General Plan. Instead, the
information that the court deemed missing from the Draft EIR analysis, and that has
been included in the Revised Draft EIR and this Appendix to the Revised Draft EIR, was
to supplement the threshold of significance relied on in the Draft EIR based on the 2030
General Plan. However, in the event the court determines that the 2030 General Plan is
completely moot for purposes of the Revised Draft EIR, and that the threshold should
now be derived from the 2035 General Plan, the City includes the following analysis of
project-related traffic impacts under a threshold of significance based on the updated
2035 General Plan Mobility Policy 1.2.2.
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Under the City’s current 2035 General Plan, Mobility Policy 1.2.2 has been modified to
simply state “LOS F is allowed” in the Core Area. In addition, the boundary of the Core
Area has expanded farther to the east to include Alhambra Boulevard. Therefore, in
addition to the intersections in the Core Area that would have less than significant
impacts using the threshold based on the 2030 General Plan, the Project’s impacts to
the H Street/Alhambra Boulevard intersection would also fall within the Core Area (rather
than outside the Core Area under the 2030 General Plan) and LOS E/F would be
allowed. The same would be true for the cumulative impacts at E Street/Alhambra
Boulevard and H Street/Alhambra Boulevard. As such, if the Project were proposed
today, the impacts to these intersections would be less than significant and no mitigation
would be required.
All of the evidence showing that Policy M 1.2.2 under the 2030 General Plan promotes
infill development to reduce vehicle miles traveled applies equally to that policy under
the 2035 General Plan. Indeed, the 2035 General Plan Master EIR further demonstrates
the City’s ongoing commitment to supporting infill development through Policy M 1.2.2,
stating that “by moving away from automobile-oriented congestion and travel-time
standards for mobility, this policy change [to M 1.2.2] also aligns with the goals of recent
state legislation, i.e., Senate Bills (SB) 375, 226, and 743, which promote infill
development, reduction of VMT, and/or multi-modal mobility for purposes of GHG
reduction and other environmental benefits of more compact, urban, and transit-served
development.” Moreover, by applying the flexible LOS standard as a threshold of
significance, the 2035 General Plan Master EIR concluded that “implementation of the
2035 General Plan would not result in significant LOS impacts based on the 2035
horizon year analysis.” Thus, potential adverse impacts to LOS within the General Plan
policy area associated with planned future regional development were determined to be
less than significant.
Please see also Response to Comment 4-15 regarding Public Resources Code section
21166 and CEQA Guidelines section 15162(a)(2) to the Revised Draft EIR and
Response to Comment 4-15 that addresses why preparation of a subsequent or
supplemental EIR are not required.
4-5:

The comment summarizes its arguments that the Court of Appeal directed the City to
decertify the Project EIR, prepare a supplemental or subsequent EIR that both corrects
the deficiencies identified by the Court and accounts for the 2035 General Plan, and
recirculate the subsequent or supplemental EIR for public review.
These comments are addressed in Responses to Comments 4-8 to 4-17.
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The comment suggests that the City’s traffic significance threshold, which authorizes
LOS E and F conditions in the Core Area of the City, is necessarily flawed because the
Project generates 3,500 daily vehicle trips.
The City recognizes that under certain circumstances a project that is consistent with
Policy M 1.2.2 may nevertheless be found to result in a significant traffic impact
because, as the Supreme Court recently explained in Center for Biological Diversity v.
Department of Fish & Wildlife (2015) 62 Cal.4th 204, a significance threshold “only
define[s] the level at which an environmental effect ‘normally’ is considered significant;
they do not relieve the lead agency of its duty to determine the significance of an impact
independently.” (Id. at p. 231.) Here, the City has considered the implications of applying
Policy M 1.2.2 to the Project and finds that the Project will not result in a potentially
significant traffic impact in the Core Area of the City.
Finally, although not addressed by commenter directly, the City notes that the half-street
closure at 28th Street has been implemented. As noted by the Court of Appeal, this halfstreet closure diverts traffic from “one local road (28th Street) to another that had less
traffic (C Street) and then to a major collector road with greater capacity (29th Street).”
As a result of this traffic diversion, Project generated traffic on E Street/28th Street
intersection will be reduced from 71-132 trips to 3-9 trips during the AM and PM peak
hours, and Project generated traffic at the H Street/28th Street intersection will be
reduced from 27-42 trips to 11-18 trips during the AM and PM peak hours. Largely due
to background traffic conditions, under Cumulative Plus Project conditions at E Street
and 28th Street and H Street and 28th Street will continue to operate at LOS E or F
during AM and PM peak hours with the 28th Street half-street closure.
The half-street closure also shifts traffic from the eastbound approach to the southbound
approach at the E Street/29th Street/Capital City Freeway Off-ramp intersection and
result in the addition of up to 45-66 peak hour trips at this intersection. The half-street
closure does not result in an increase in traffic at the H Street/29th Street/Capital City
Freeway On-ramp intersection. The addition of 45-66 peak hour trips will not result in a
change in LOS as calculated in the EIR; under Cumulative Plus Project conditions, E
Street and 29th will continue to operate at LOS D in the AM peak hour and LOS F in the
PM peak hour, and H Street and 29th will continue to operate at LOS E during the AM
peak hour and LOS D during the PM peak hour. The City finds that the 28th Street halfstreet closure results in a slight improvement over traffic impacts as anticipated in the
EIR. Particularly in consideration of the myriad environmental benefits associated with
infill development and reducing VMT, City staff and its traffic consultant find that the
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additional trips associated with the half-street closure do not constitute a potentially
significant environmental impact.
4-7:

The comment provides a summary of the McKinley Village Project review and approval
process that occurred in 2013 and 2014. The commenter asserts the Final EIR
published in 2014 failed to address deficiencies in the Draft EIR that had been circulated
in 2013; the commenter previously filed a lawsuit citing this allegation, among others,
which resulted in the Court of Appeal’s decision in East Sacramento Partnerships for a
Livable City v. City of Sacramento (2016) 5 Cal.App.5th 281.
The Court of Appeal upheld the City’s Final EIR, with the one narrow exception -- the
Court held the traffic analysis in the EIR failed to explain or provide substantial evidence
to support the conclusion that the Project would not result in significant traffic impacts to
specific intersections on 28th, 29th and 30th Streets. The Revised Draft EIR and
Appendix A to the Revised Draft EIR address this issue. To the extent comments are
raised on the adequacy of the Final EIR approved in 2014, please see Response to
Comment 4-12.
The commenter does not allege any deficiencies in the analysis or conclusions set forth
in the Revised Draft EIR. No additional response is required.

4-8:

The comment summarizes the City Council’s vote on the Project in 2014 and does not
allege any deficiencies in the analysis or conclusions set forth in the Revised Draft EIR.
No further response is required.

4-9:

The comment summarizes the allegations set forth in the lawsuit filed by petitioner in
2014. The commenter does not allege any deficiencies in the analysis or conclusions set
forth in the Revised Draft EIR. No further response is required.

4-10: The comment summarizes and quotes from the Court of Appeal’s decision in East
Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City v. City of Sacramento (2016) 5 Cal.App.5th
281. The commenter states (incorrectly) that the Court expressly directs the trial court to
enter an order requiring decertification of the entire EIR, remediation of the EIR’s traffic
analysis and recertification of the EIR. Please see Master Response 1. The City will take
action to rescind Project approvals and decertify the EIR prior to certification of the
Revised EIR and re-approval of the Project.
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4-11: The comment states that over a dozen parties filed requests to de-publish the Court of
Appeal’s decision, but that such requests were denied.
This commenter is correct. Pursuant to the California Rules of Court, once the Supreme
Court denied the various requests for review and for de-publication, the Court of Appeal
issued its remittitur to the trial court. See Response to Comment 4-12 addressing the
role of the trial court.
The commenter does not allege any deficiencies in the analysis or conclusions set forth
in the Revised Draft EIR. No further response is required.
4-12: The commenter alleges the Court of Appeal directed the Superior Court to require the
City to set aside its certification of the Final EIR.
The commenter is incorrect. The Court of Appeal did not direct that the City immediately
act to decertify the EIR. Rather, the Court of Appeal remanded the matter to the Superior
Court with directions to enter a new judgment consistent with the Court of Appeal's
opinion and with Public Resources Code section 21168.9, and to issue a writ of mandate
addressing only the narrow traffic impact issue identified by the Court.
Pursuant to CEQA, the Court of Appeal does not maintain jurisdiction to issue the writ of
mandate ordering the City to decertify the EIR. (Center for Biological Diversity v. Dept. of
Fish and Wildlife, No. B245131, Slip Opn. p. 43 [“we do not have the authority to issue
our own writ of mandate. Rather, our duty is to decide issues pertinent to the writ of
mandate’s scope, insofar as possible, and then remit the matter to the trial court”].)
Thus, the commenter’s suggestion that the Court of Appeal’s decision required the City
to immediately decertify the EIR is without merit.
The trial court issued the Writ on March 21, 2017 ordering the City to rescind and set
aside the Project approvals and decertify the EIR. The City is complying with this order
by considering adopting a resolution to repeal the 2014 project approvals, which will be
approved prior to certification of the Revised Final EIR. Moreover, the Writ gives the
City 70 days from March 21, 2017 to comply and file a return to the Writ with the trial
court.
4-13: The commenter asserts the Revised Draft EIR provides no new evidence to support
its conclusion that LOS F traffic impacts at intersections in the Core Area are less
than significant.
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The commenter is incorrect in stating that the City’s Mobility Element Policy M 1.2.2 was
developed based on “community values” that do not measure environmental impacts.
See Response to Comment 4-3, which summarizes the substantial evidence supporting
the City’s determination that LOS E and F conditions in the Core Area do not result in
significant environmental impacts relating to the City’s transportation network. See also
Appendix A regarding considerations that led to the City’s flexible LOS policy.
4-14: The comment notes the City’s conclusion that the mobility policy is consistent with state
policies regarding the reduction of vehicle miles traveled and associated greenhouse
gas emissions and suggests the Revised Draft EIR is required to quantify how the
mobility policy will actually achieve these environmental benefits. The commenter further
suggests that the Revised Draft EIR fails to provide substantial evidence to support
using the City’s significance threshold, which is based on the City’s General Plan
mobility policy.
The City notes that both qualitative and quantitative evidence may constitute substantial
evidence for the purposes of CEQA. (See, e.g., Eureka Citizens for Responsible
Government v. City of Eureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357, 375–376 [upholding EIR’s
“‘qualitative judgment’” that playground would not have significant aesthetic impact];
Mission Bay Alliance v. Office of Community Investment & Infrastructure (2016) 6
Cal.App.5th 160, 198-203 [upholding agency’s qualitative analysis of the significance of
a project’s greenhouse gas emissions]; Center for Biological Diversity v. Dept. of Fish &
Wildlife (2015) 62 Cal.4th 204, 228-229.) Indeed, traffic impacts are commonly evaluated
based on qualitative considerations. (See, e.g., Schaeffer Land Trust v. San Jose City
Council (1989) 215 Cal.App.3d 612, 623 [level of service (LOS) constitutes a “qualitative
description of an intersection’s quality of operation”]; Sunnyvale West Neighborhood
Assn. v. City of Sunnyvale City Council (2010) 190 Cal.App.4th 1351, 1361 [same],
disapproved on another ground in Neighbors for Smart Rail v. Exposition Metro Line
Construction Authority (2013) 57 Cal.4th 439, 450-451.) Here, the City has based its
conclusion that the Project will not result in a potentially significant environmental impact
as a result of its contribution to traffic at identified intersections operating at LOS E or F
under either Existing Plus Project or Cumulative Plus Project conditions on, among other
substantial evidence discussed in Appendix A, the GHG and alternative transit benefits
of the Project. The City has the discretion to rely on this method of analysis. The
Legislature, in fact, has directed that the evaluation of traffic impacts statewide move
away from the use of a qualitative level of service methodology to other alternative
approaches such as VMT. (See SACOG March 21, 2017 letter [Letter 55], quoting Pub.
Resources Code, § 21099, subd. (b)(2) [“automobile delay, as described solely by level
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of service or similar measures of vehicular capacity or traffic congestion shall not be
considered a significant impact on the environment pursuant to [CEQA]”].)
See also Appendix A, Master Response 2, and Response to Comment 4-3.
4-15: The comment cites to Public Resources Code section 21166 and suggests that the City
was required to prepare a subsequent or supplemental EIR that analyzes the project’s
traffic impacts under the 2035 General Plan and contends the Revised Draft EIR is
invalid because it uses the mobility policy from the City’s 2030 General Plan.
The commenter is incorrect. First, the Court of Appeal’s decision does not require the
City to prepare a supplemental or subsequent EIR. The Court of Appeal remanded the
matter to the superior court with directions to enter a new judgment consistent with the
Court of Appeal's opinion and with Public Resources Code section 21168.9, and to issue
a writ of mandate addressing only the narrow traffic impact issue identified by the Court.
The Superior Court issued the Writ on March 21, 2017 ordering the City to rescind and
set aside the Project approvals and decertify the EIR. The City is complying with this
order by considering adopting a resolution to repeal the 2014 project approvals, which
will be approved prior to certification of the Revised Final EIR. Moreover, the Writ gives
the City 70 days from March 21, 2017 to comply and file a return to the Writ.
The Court of Appeal did not direct the City to prepare a supplemental or subsequent
EIR. In fact, the Court of Appeal is not vested with authority to direct the City how to
remedy the EIR; rather, the Superior Court is vested with that authority under Public
Resources Code section 21168.9. The Writ issued by the Superior Court includes no
such order. See Response to Comment 4-10. “[I]t is nonsensical to require an agency to
prepare a subsequent or supplemental EIR unless the agency has the authority to take
action that would respond to any concerns that might be raised in the updated EIR.”
(San Diego Navy Broadway Complex Coalition v. City of San Diego (2010) 185
Cal.App.4th 924, 936.) “To hold that an agency must prepare a subsequent or
supplemental EIR concerning an environmental issue over which its discretionary
authority does not extend would be inconsistent with Friends of Westwood and its
progeny, and with the statutory presumption against environmental review, as discussed
in the case law interpreting section 21166.” (Id. at p. 938-939.)
Second, preparation of a supplemental or subsequent EIR would be improper under
CEQA. The Guideline sections requiring a supplemental or subsequent EIR (CEQA
Guidelines, §§ 15162, 15163) refer to preparation of documents after the certification of
an EIR. These documents are prepared only when, subsequent to certification, changed
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circumstances occur or when new information, which was not known and could not have
been known when the original EIR was certified, becomes available. (Pub. Resources
Code, § 21166; Galante Vineyards v. Monterey Peninsula Water Management Dist.
(1997) 60 Cal.App.4th 1109, 1124-1125.) Indeed, after an initial EIR has been certified,
there is a statutory presumption against environmental review. (San Diego Navy
Broadway Complex Coalition v. City of San Diego, supra, 185 Cal.App.4th at p. 934,
citing Moss v. County of Humboldt, supra, 162 Cal.App.4th at pp. 1049-1050 [“after a
project has been subjected to environmental review, the statutory presumption flips in
favor of the developer and against further review”].) “At this point, the interests of finality
are favored over the policy of favoring public comment.” (Melom v. City of Madera (2010)
183 Cal.App.4th 41, 49.)
In this case, petitioners are challenging the certification of the original EIR.
Consequently, procedures for addressing post-certification changed circumstances or
new information are inappropriate. The City has no discretion to cure an inadequate EIR
by means of a subsequent or supplemental EIR. Rather, the City properly prepared a
Revised Draft EIR to address the Court of Appeal’s disposition. Decertification and
recertification of the EIR will occur only in accordance with the writ and judgment issued
by the trial court. (Pub. Resources Code, § 21168.9; City of Santee v. County of San
Diego (1989) 214 Cal.App.3d 1438, 1457.) See also Master Response 1.
Third, the commenter suggests that the City’s adoption of its 2035 General Plan
constitutes a “substantial change” with the potential to result in potentially significant
environmental impacts that must be analyzed. It should be noted that the City prepared
and certified a Master EIR for its 2035 General Plan. Impact 4.12-2 in the 2035
General Plan Master EIR concludes that implementation of the 2035 General Plan,
including revisions to Policy M 1.2.2, will result in a less than significant “[a]dverse
effects to roadway LOS within the Policy Area associated with planned future
development in the region.” (2035 General Plan Master EIR, pp. 4-12-20 – 4.12-24;
see also Appendix A, p. 2.) To the extent the commenter disagrees with the analysis in
the 2035 General Plan Master EIR, the commenter’s objection concerns the Master
EIR and not the EIR for this Project.
Furthermore, the commenter’s concern regarding the impacts of the revisions to
Policy M 1.2.2 as included in the 2035 General Plan appear to be premised on the
assumption that implementing the revised policy will result in more traffic in the
Core Area of the City. The City disagrees with the commenter’s speculation. While
Policy M 1.2.2 in intended to incentivize development within the Core Area of the
City given its environmental benefits, due to market demand the City anticipates
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that development in the Core Area of the City will continue to occur at a similar r ate
with or without the policy. In other words, Policy M 1.2.2 does not create new
congestion; Policy M 1.2.2 merely establishes levels of congestion that the City
finds acceptable in the City taking into account the reduction in driving and increase
in transit use associated with denser infill development.
See also Response to Comment 4-4. For each of these reasons, the commenter’s
allegation that the Revised Draft EIR is inadequate for failing to acknowledge the 2035
General Plan is without merit.
4-16: The commenter cites to CEQA Guidelines section 15088.5 and alleges the City created
a faulty process for circulation of the Revised Draft EIR. The commenter does not
articulate how the City’s process was allegedly faulty and thus no response is required.
The City followed its standard noticing protocol and provided a notice of availability to all
interested parties and published a notice of the document’s availability on January 18,
2017, which also stated that a redlined version of the entire transportation chapter of the
EIR was available upon request. The Revised Draft EIR was submitted to the Office of
Planning and Research on January 18, 2017 to initiate start of a 45-day public comment
period and the comment period closed on March 6, 2017.
To the extent the commenter believes that the City was required to recirculate the entire
Draft EIR despite the narrow issue identified by the Court in East Sacramento
Partnership for a Livable City v. City of Sacramento (2016) 5 Cal.App.5th, 281, the
commenter is incorrect. As the California Supreme Court has reiterated, the requirement
to recirculate is “limited by the scope of the revisions required. ‘If the revision is limited to
a few chapters or portions of the [draft] EIR, the lead agency need only recirculate the
chapters or portions that have been modified.’” (Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible
Growth, Inc. v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007) 40 Cal.4th 412, 449, quoting CEQA
Guidelines, § 15088.5, subd. (c).)
The commenter also reasserts that the City is required to prepare and recirculate a
subsequent or supplemental EIR. See Response to Comment 4-15.
The commenter reasserts that the City improperly re-circulated only the traffic section of
the EIR, rather than the entire EIR. See Response to Comment 4-12, explaining that
CEQA permits re-circulation of a portion of the EIR. The commenter also asserts that the
City improperly recirculated only select portions of the traffic section rather than the
complete section 4.9 of the EIR. The commenter is incorrect.
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First, CEQA Guidelines section 15088.5 states that “if the revision is limited to a few
chapters or portions of the EIR, the lead agency need only recirculate the chapters or
portions that have been modified.” Second, both the Revised Draft EIR and the Notice of
Availability of the Revised Draft EIR, expressly stated that copies of the complete traffic
chapter, as revised by the Revised EIR, were available for public review. Specifically, on
page 1-3 of the Revised Draft EIR it states that copies of the complete redlined
transportation chapter are available for review during normal business hours or on the
City’s website. The commenter’s contrary assertion is false.
Finally, the City notes that CEQA did not require recirculation of the Draft EIR. CEQA
Guidelines section 15088.5 requires lead agencies to re-circulate information in an EIR
when significant new information is added to the EIR after public notice is given of the
availability of the Draft EIR for review. “Significant new information” requiring recirculation includes a disclosure showing that “changes to the project or environmental
setting,” or a “new significant environmental impact” would result from the project or from
a new mitigation measure proposed to be implemented. Section 15088.5 requires recirculation of only the significant new information, rather than the entire EIR. The
Revised Draft EIR and Appendix A provide the information requested by the Court and
the City has determined that this additional information does not change any of the
analysis or conclusions of the previously certified EIR. Pursuant to CEQA, re-circulation
is not required because the revisions to the EIR do not constitute “significant new
information,” but rather such revisions merely amplify or clarify the information provided
in the EIR. (CEQA Guidelines section 15088.5.) Nevertheless, the City re-circulated the
Revised Draft EIR in the interest of full public disclosure. See also Response to
Comment 4-12, explaining that CEQA permits re-circulation of a portion of the EIR.
4-17: The comment re-alleges that the City is required to prepare and recirculate a
supplemental or subsequent EIR that includes new analysis of the City’s 2035 General
Plan. See Response to Comment 4-15.
4-18: The commenter states that the City was required to recirculate the entire traffic section of the
EIR, not just the revised portions of the traffic section. See Response to Comment 4-16.
4-19: The comment re-alleges the City must prepare a subsequent or supplemental EIR that
includes a traffic analysis supported by substantial evidence and recirculate for public
review and comment. See Responses to Comments 4-3 and 4-15.
4-20: The comment re-alleges that the Revised Draft EIR does not comply with CEQA or the
Court of Appeal’s decision and re-states the City must decertify the EIR, prepare a
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subsequent or supplemental EIR, and recirculate the document for public review. Please
see Responses to Comments 4-10, 4-12, 4-15 and 4-16, and Master Response 1.
4-21: The commenter asserts that the Court of Appeal’s decision in East Sacramento
Partnership for a Livable City v. City of Sacramento (2016) 5 Cal.App.5th, 281 required
the City to decertify the entire EIR and further states the City improperly recirculated only
revised pages of the traffic section of the EIR. See Responses to Comments 4-10 and 416 and Master Response 1.
4-22: The comment states the City was required by the Court to set aside certification of the
Final EIR and the EIR should have been re-circulated in its entirety even though only
changes to the transportation section were required. Please see Responses to
Comments 4-12 and 4-16.
4-23: The commenter states that the Revised Draft EIR should have analyzed the mobility
element Policy M 1.2.2 from the City’s 2035 General Plan. The commenter also alleges
that the City was required to prepare a supplemental or subsequent EIR to analyze the
2035 General Plan. See Responses to Comments 4-4 and 4-15.
4-24: The commenter states that the Revised Draft EIR provides no new information regarding
the significant impacts to select intersections in the City’s Core Area. The commenter
further asserts that using the City’s threshold, the first step is to determine if traffic
generated by the Project degrades LOS from an acceptable LOS to an unacceptable
LOS at certain identified intersections and, if yes, the environmental impacts at those
intersections must be deemed significant and unavoidable.
Pursuant to the General Plan Mobility Policy, LOS E and F are acceptable in the Core
Area of the City. As explained in the Revised Draft EIR, the City’s policy was adopted to
allow decreased levels of service (e.g., LOS E/F) in the urbanized Core Area of the City
that supports more transportation alternatives and places residents proximate to
employment, entertainment, retail and neighborhood centers and thus reduces overall
vehicle miles travelled and results in environmental benefits (e.g., improved air quality
and reduced GHG emissions). (See also March 10, 2017 letter from Sacramento
Regional Transit [Letter 53];March 21, 2017 letter from SACOG [Letter 55]; Appendix A;
and Master Response 2.) Based on this evaluation, the City determined that LOS E and
F are considered acceptable during peak hours within the Core Area, therefore, the
Project-related impacts to select intersections in the Core Area were determined to be
less than significant.
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The commenter next asserts that Policy M 1.2.2 is “defunct” and that the Revised Draft
EIR improperly relied on this outdated policy. The Revised Draft EIR analyzed the
Project’s traffic impacts under the 2030 General Plan, which was in effect at the time the
Project was approved in 2014, and the current 2035 General Plan, as further discussed
in Response to Comment 4-4.
Finally, the commenter alleges that Policy M 1.2.2 does not measure the environmental
impacts associated with the LOS degradation and that the Revised Draft EIR failed to
analyze the environmental impact associated with LOS degradation. The commenter is
incorrect. As explained in the Revised Draft EIR, traffic delays and driver inconvenience
are not physical impacts to the environment, as acknowledged by the Court of Appeal in
its opinion. (ESPLC v. City, supra, 5 Cal.App.5th at p. 19, fn 6, citing Pub. Resources
Code, § 21099, subds. (b)(1), (b)(2); Pub. Resources Code, § 21060.5 [CEQA defines
“environment” as “the physical conditions which exist within the area which will be
affected by a proposed project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, noise,
objects of historic or aesthetic significance”]; Pub. Resource Code, § 21099, subd. (b)(2)
[“automobile delay, as described solely by level of service or similar measures of
vehicular capacity or traffic congestion shall not be considered a significant impact on
the environment pursuant to [CEQA]”].) Rather, such impacts are more akin to parking
deficits, which are recognized as an inconvenience to drivers not as significant physical
impacts on the environment. (Pub. Resources Code § 21099, subd. (d)(1) [parking
impacts of mixed use and infill development in transit-rich areas “shall not be considered
significant impacts on the environment”]; see also San Franciscans Upholding the
Downtown Plan v. City and County of S.F. (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656, 697.)
The EIR analyzed all transportation-related impacts and determined that the Project does not
result in any transportation-related impacts to air quality, noise and safety. Specifically:


Air quality modeling prepared for the Project evaluated emissions of reactive
organic gases (ROG) and nitrogen dioxide (NOx) associated with vehicle trips,
energy-related products (natural gas combustion) and consumer products
(landscaping equipment, etc.). Based on the modeling, emissions of ROG and
NOx would remain below the air district’s acceptable thresholds during long-term
Project operation. The modeling accounts for project design features that
increase energy efficiency, measures to support pedestrian and bicycle activity;
and by its location, the Project supports use of alternative transportation. These
features would serve to reduce NOx and ROG emissions from the Project;
therefore, the Project’s long term operational impact associated with ROG and
NOx emissions was found to be less than significant.
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An increase in the Project’s transportation-related noise was evaluated by modeling
traffic noise associated with the increase in vehicle trips in the Project’s traffic study
area. The Project would result in increases in traffic noise levels on
roadways/intersections ranging from 0–2 dB Ldn. Studies have documented noise
levels that are 3 dB or less are considered barely perceptible. Noise levels under 2
dB would not be a perceptible increase. Therefore, the increase in Project-related
traffic noise on local roadways was found to be a less-than- significant impact.



The Project includes pedestrian and bicycle facilities throughout the project site,
including Class II and Class III bikeways as well as a new bicycle/pedestrian
undercrossing of the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) tracks at the northern
terminus of Alhambra Boulevard and associated Class I off street
bicycle/pedestrian trail, if approved by UPRR (or in the alternative, alternative
transportation services and improvements intended to improve access to and
from the Project and connections between the Project and existing
neighborhoods, with priority given to improvements and services that benefit
bicyclists, pedestrian, and transit). Sidewalks are also provided on the A Street
extension to 28th Street and on the connection to C Street. All roadways within
the study area would be low-volume, low-speed streets conducive to safe bicycle
and pedestrian travel. No safety impacts were identified.

Thus, the City’s analysis complies with Public Resources Code section 21099, which
provides that relying on vehicle miles traveled and vehicle miles traveled per capita as
metrics to measure transportation impacts does not relieve a public agency of the
requirement to analyze a project’s potentially significant transportation impacts related to
air quality, noise and safety. As stated in the opening explanation of the Office of
Planning and Research’s (OPRs) Draft Guidelines implementing SB 743, CEQA can no
longer “treat vibrant communities, transit and active transportation options as adverse
environmental outcomes.” (Draft Guidelines, p. 1.) As a result of shifting focus away from
LOS, “CEQA will no longer mandate roadways that focus on automobiles to the
exclusion of every other transportation option” and “will no longer mandate excessive,
and expensive, roadway capacity.” (Ibid.)
The City’s selected threshold is fully consistent with Public Resources Code section
21099 and Senate Bill 743 and, as such the City is ahead of the State mandated
requirement to shift to away from LOS standards and toward VMT standards to analyze
impacts to traffic. OPR released a draft of the SB 743 Guidelines on January 20, 2016.
The Draft Guidelines remove consideration of automobile LOS from Appendix G of the
CEQA Guidelines, which provides the basis for many agencies’ significance thresholds,
and instead focuses on a project’s contribution to substantial additional VMT. (Draft
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Guidelines, pp. 8-9.) The Technical Advisory on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in
CEQA attached to the Draft Guidelines also recognizes the importance of developing
projects consistent with the region’s SCS, noting that development consistent with
assumptions for development in an SCS is likely to be more travel efficient. (Draft
Guidelines, p. 24.) While the OPR guidelines are currently in draft form, there is nothing
precluding the City from adopting and implementing a traffic threshold that addresses
VMT and greenhouse gas emissions in advance of OPR publishing its final guidelines
requiring a VMT analysis. See also Master Response 2.
4-25: The commenter notes that the Project will cause delay at some intersections to increase
by 5 seconds or more, and that such increases are significant under the second prong of
the City’s threshold. This is not accurate.
To analyze impacts to LOS, the City has developed specific policies that clearly define
acceptable LOS in various areas of the City. The LOS thresholds included in City’s 2030
General Plan Policy M 1.2.2 are used to evaluate whether traffic associated with the
Project would result in a significant impact (as stated in the Thresholds of Significance).
The analysis of LOS includes intersections within the City’s Core Area. These
intersections are numbered 1–9 shown on Figure 4.9-1 in the Draft EIR (DEIR, p.7) and
include the following:
1. C Street/28th Street
2. D Street/28th Street
3. E Street/28th Street
4. H Street/28th Street
5. I Street/28th Street
6. E Street/29th Street/Southbound Capital City Freeway Off-ramp
7. H Street/29th Street/Southbound Capital City Freeway On-Ramp
8. E Street/30th Street/Northbound Capital City Freeway On-Ramp
9. H Street/30th Street/Northbound Capital City Freeway Off-Ramp
Intersections 1 – 9 are within the Core Area of the City and are governed by General
Plan Policy M 1.2.2(a). In developing this policy, the City evaluated the benefits of
allowing lower levels of service in order to promote infill development within an
urbanized high density area of the city that reduces VMT and supports more
transportation alternatives, including biking, walking, and transit, as compared to
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requiring a higher level of service. Evidence demonstrates that in a dense urbanized are
like the Core, requiring a higher LOS generally requires widening roads and leads to
increased vehicle miles traveled and greenhouse gas emissions. (See
Master
Response 2; Appendix A.) Based on this evaluation, the City determined that LOS E and
F are considered acceptable during peak hours within the Core Area, provided that the
Project provides improvements to other parts of the citywide transportation system within
the project site vicinity (or within the area affected by the Project’s vehicular traffic
impacts) to improve transportation-system-wide roadway capacity, to make intersection
improvements, or to enhance non-auto travel modes in furtherance of the General Plan
goals. Road widening or other improvements to road segments are not required for
roads within the Core Area.
The City’s LOS policy was adopted to allow decreased levels of service (e.g., LOS E and
F) in the urbanized Core Area of the City that supports more transportation alternatives
and places residents proximate to employment, entertainment, retail and neighborhood
centers and thus reduces overall vehicle miles travelled and results in environmental
benefits (e.g., improved air quality and reduced GHG emissions). (See Master Response
2; Appendix A; March 10, 2017 letter from Sacramento Regional Transit [Letter 53];
March 21, 2017 letter from SACOG [Letter 55].)
To determine impacts at intersections, the threshold of significance asks whether (i)
“traffic generated by the project degrades LOS from an acceptable LOS (without the
project) to an unacceptable LOS (with the project)” OR (ii) whether “[t]he LOS (without
Project) is unacceptable and Project generated traffic increases the average vehicle
delay by 5 seconds or more.” Table 4.9-10 (DEIR, p.52) summarizes the Existing Plus
Project intersection analysis results and indicates that the AM peak hour LOS would
decrease from LOS C to E at the E Street/29th Street intersection. The impact at this
intersection is less than significant under the significance threshold, pursuant to which
LOS E/F are acceptable in the Core Area. The other intersections would remain at LOS
D or better under Existing Plus Project conditions.
As shown in Table 4.9-20 (DEIR, p.77), under Cumulative Plus Project conditions,
three intersections in the Core Area (C Street/28th Street, E Street/28th Street, and E
Street/30th Street) would result in a decrease in LOS from C/D to E/F. The impacts
at these intersections are less than significant under the significance threshold,
pursuant to which LOS E/F are acceptable in the Core Area. Four additional
intersections (H Street/28th Street, H Street/29th Street, E Street/29th Street, and H
Street/30th Street) would operate at LOS E/F during the AM/PM peak hours without
the Project and would continue to do so with Project traffic. The Project’s potential
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impacts to these intersections are less than significant under the applicable threshold
because LOS E and F are acceptable in the Core Area. The five-second analysis
referenced in the second prong of the threshold, and cited by the commenter, is not
triggered because LOS E and F are acceptable in the Core Area.
Those intersections outside of the Core Area (intersections 10 - 32 shown on Figure 4.91) are in an area defined as “urban corridor” and “traditional neighborhood.” Study
intersections numbered 10–12 located on Alhambra Boulevard are within a designated
“urban corridor” and are governed by Policy M 1.2.2 (b). LOS A-E is to be maintained at
all times; provided, LOS F may be acceptable if improvements are made to the overall
transportation system and/or non-vehicular transportation and transit are promoted as
part of the project or a City-initiated project.
The remainder of the study intersections, numbered 13–32, are in an area defined as a
“traditional neighborhood” and are governed by Policy M 1.2.2 (c). LOS A-D is to be
maintained at all times; provided, LOS E or F may be acceptable if improvements are
made to the overall transportation system and/or non-vehicular transportation and transit
are promoted as part of the Project or a City-initiated project.
The commenter also disagrees with the City’s significance threshold for traffic impacts in
the Core Area, stating that the Project’s traffic impacts would be significant “by any
standard, including the City’s own [standard] in every other area but the Core.” Whether
other jurisdictions adopt different significance thresholds is irrelevant. The City of
Sacramento has adopted its significance thresholds, based on mobility Policy M 1.2.2.
Deference is afforded to the City’s selection of its own thresholds. (Nat. Parks and
Conservation Assn. v. County of Riverside (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 1341, 1358-1359;
Ebbetts Pass Forest Watch v. Cal. Dept. of Forestry & Fire Protection (2008) 43 Cal.4th
936, 944.) The fact that the commenter would prefer a different threshold, or that other
jurisdictions may apply different thresholds, does not undermine the City’s selected
threshold. Upon review of a lead agency’s significance thresholds, courts are required to
uphold the City’s determinations, notwithstanding that a project opponent such as the
commenter might prefer a different threshold or significance conclusion. (Laurel Heights
Improvement Assn. v. Regents of Univ. of Cal. (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 388, 392-393, 407;
Citizens for Responsible Equitable Environmental Development v. City of Chula Vista
(2011) 197 Cal.App.4th 327, 335-336 [rejecting petitioner’s argument that the City erred
by failing to apply a different significance threshold].) “‘[I]n applying the substantial
evidence standard, ‘the reviewing court must resolve reasonable doubts in favor of the
administrative finding and decision.’” (Silverado Modjeska Recreation and Park Dist. v.
County of Orange (2011) 197 Cal.App.4th 282, 304, quoting Laurel Heights
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Improvement Assn. v. Regents of Univ. of Cal. (1993) 6 Cal.4th 1112, 1135.) Applying
this standard, the Court must “presume[] that an agency's decision is supported by
substantial evidence.” (Wollmer v. City of Berkeley (2011) 193 Cal.App.4th 1329, 133839; El Morro Community Assn. v. Cal. Dept. of Parks and Recreation (2004) 122
Cal.App.4th 1341, 1349.)
The commenter also cites to the Court of Appeal’s statement that the general plan alone
does not constitute substantial evidence and argues that the Revised Draft EIR is faulty
for relying on the General Plan mobility policies as significance thresholds. In fact, the
Court’s holding does not preclude the City from relying on its General Plan policies as
significance thresholds. Rather, the Court’s opinion requires the City to provide
substantial evidence to support the City’s use of the LOS threshold, based on Mobility
Policy M 1.2.2, to determine that LOS E and F is acceptable in the Core. The Revised
Draft EIR and Appendix A provide this evidence. (See also March 10, 2017 letter from
Sacramento Regional Transit [Letter 53]; SACOG March 21, 2017 letter [Letter 55].)
Moreover, the City does not rely solely on its general plan to determine traffic impacts in
the Core Area. As explained in detail in the Revised Draft EIR Appendix A, and also in
Master Response 2 and the Supplemental Materials provided by Fehr & Peers contained
in Appendix A, the City relies also on the state and regional directives to enact policies to
reduce VMT and thereby reduce greenhouse gas emissions. At the state level, the City’s
LOS policy and significance threshold is supported by AB 32, SB 32, SB 743, SB 375. At
the regional level, the City’s LOS policy and significance threshold is supported by
SACOG, Regional Transit, the Air District, and the SCS/RTP adopted for the
Sacramento region. Substantial evidence in the record supports the threshold selected
by the City to assess traffic impacts in the Core Area. See also Master Response 2.
Finally, the commenter states that the City’s threshold cannot be applied in a way that
would foreclose the consideration of other substantial evidence tending to show the
environmental effect to which the threshold relates might be significant. But commenter
does not provide any substantial evidence tending to show that the project’s trafficrelated impacts are significant; the commenter states only that other jurisdictions deem
LOS E and F to be significant traffic impacts – this does not constitute substantial
evidence the Project’s transportation-related impacts in the Core Area are significant.
Moreover, the commenter is incorrect in its statement that virtually every other
jurisdiction has adopted an LOS standard. With SB 743, the Legislature has directed that
the evaluation of traffic impacts statewide move away from the use of a qualitative LOS
methodology to other alternative approaches such as consideration of VMT. (Pub.
Resources Code, § 21099, subd. (b)(2) [“automobile delay, as described solely by level
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of service or similar measures of vehicular capacity or traffic congestion shall not be
considered a significant impact on the environment pursuant to [CEQA]”].) For example,
Pasadena and San Francisco have both adopted VMT standards to analyze traffic
impacts. Pasadena adopted VMT metrics in November 2014 to better achieve the City’s
goals for transportation and mobility, becoming the first city in California to do so. 3
Pasadena also adopted additional transportation measures and associated CEQA
impact thresholds, concerning vehicle trips per capita, proximity and quality of bicycle
network, proximity and quality of transit network, and pedestrian accessibility. 4 Similarly,
in March 2016, San Francisco became the first county to adopt the VMT guidelines
proposed by OPR to encourage public transit and promote pedestrian safety.5 Finally,
Sacramento and Yolo Counties have defined VMT in their general plans6 and Yolo
County has modified LOS policies to allow LOS E and F in many areas targeted for
growth, while requiring LOS C in rural areas to limit growth.7
As explained above, the City properly exercised its discretion to select its significance
thresholds. Moreover, as explained in Response to Comment 4-24, the Draft EIR
analyzed all transportation-related impacts to noise, air quality and safety and
determined the impacts were less than significant.
4-26: The comment states that the Revised Draft EIR fails to explain whether allowing LOS E
and F in the Core Area results in adverse environmental impacts.
As explained in the Revised Draft EIR, a theme of the City’s 2030 General Plan is to “live
lightly” to reduce the City’s carbon footprint. The General Plan thus favors “developing
inward” for a more compact, infill growth pattern that will create myriad environmental
benefits associated with increased walking, bicycling and use of alternative modes of
transit, and reduced automobile use, VMT and GHG emissions.
The LOS threshold set forth in Policy M 1.2.2 embodies this theme as it allows for more
traffic in the higher-density, transit-rich, downtown Core Area. Research has shown that
dense, urban land use environments are associated with decreased per capita vehicle
travel and increased use of alternative travel modes. (Master Response 2; Appendix A.)
3

4
5

6
7

https://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/City_of_Pasadena.pdf;
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/ceda/documents/report/oak060593.pdf
https://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/City_of_Pasadena.pdf
http://sf-planning.org/article/san-francisco-planning-takes-lead-modernizing-environmental-reviewnew-development-projects
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/ceda/documents/report/oak060593.pd
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/ceda/documents/report/oak060593.pdf;
http://www.yolocounty.org/home/showdocument?id=14467
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Additionally, numerous studies have found that increasing roadway capacity leads to
increased VMT, a principle called “induced travel”, whereas increased vehicle travel
time, such as increased delay, is associated with mode shifts to transit, bicycling and
walking. (See Master Response 2.) The City’s LOS policy allows for increased delay in
order to encourage mode shifts rather than increasing roadway capacity, with
accompanying physical impacts, and to encourage infill development that places homes
proximate to employment, entertainment, retail and neighborhood centers, promotes
walkability, biking and alternative modes of transit, and reduces the adverse sprawlrelated environmental impacts associated with increased vehicle trips and vehicle miles
traveled. As reflected in SACOG’s “2012 Total VMT Per Capita” map that is part of the
2012 MTP/SCS, the VMT in the Core Area is significantly lower than in other parts of the
City and region as a whole, evidencing the effectiveness of the City’s policy to
encourage and incentivize infill development and alternative transit in the downtown area
where residences are proximate to employment, neighborhood and retail centers. (See
also Appendix A.)
4-27: The comment argues that the City must provide traffic modeling or other quantitative analysis
to demonstrate the mobility element is improving the level of service in the Core Area.
The commenter’s suggestion that the City must show that its flexible LOS policy
improves level of service and reduces the number of cars on the road is incorrect, and
misses the point of the mobility policy altogether. Put another way, the City is not
required to show that “LOS will be improved” under the City’s threshold; the City has
expressly determined that LOS E and F are acceptable in the Core Area. The City
developed its threshold in consideration of factors such as VMT and transit ridership,
and their associated environmental benefits. This approach is consistent with the
Legislative directive set forth in SB 743 to move away from using “automobile delay, as
described solely by level of service or similar measures of vehicular capacity or traffic
congestion” to evaluate the significance of a project’s traffic impacts. (Pub. Resources
Code, § 21099, subd. (b)(2).)
By allowing LOS E and F in the Core Area, the City is encouraging higher density infill
development. Increasing density will increase the number of residents in the Core
Area, with a resultant reduction in overall vehicle miles traveled – if people live
downtown closer to employment centers, their total vehicle miles traveled to and from
work will be reduced and, as a result, GHG emissions from automobile travel will be
reduced overall. In addition, the downtown Core Area is well served by transit and
many residents will travel to nearby employment, retail and neighborhood centers by
alternative transit, or by walking and cycling. While traffic congestion in the Core may
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not necessarily decrease, and levels of service may remain at LOS E and F, the City
has determined that traffic congestion is acceptable in light of the overall benefits
derived from encouraging infill and discouraging road widening to facilitate more
automobile travel. Traffic delay may be an inconvenience to drivers but it is not a
physical environmental impact (Pub. Resources Code, § 21099, subd. (b)(2)) and such
inconvenience is preferable to the significant environmental impacts and adverse
impacts to residences and businesses that are caused by widening roadways to
accommodate increased traffic and by increased VMT. (See Master Response 2;
Appendix A; March 10, 2017 letter from Sacramento Regional Transit [Letter 53];
March 21, 2017 letter from SACOG [Letter 55].)
4-28: The commenter reiterates its opinion that the Revised Draft EIR is faulty for failing to
quantify how the LOS policy will either improve traffic levels of serve or decrease
greenhouse gas emissions.
As an initial matter, the City notes that both qualitative and quantitative evidence may
constitute substantial evidence for the purposes of CEQA. (See, e.g., Eureka Citizens for
Responsible Government v. City of Eureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357, 375–376
[upholding EIR’s “‘qualitative judgment’” that playground would not have significant
aesthetic impact]. Indeed, traffic impacts are commonly evaluated based on qualitative
considerations. (See, e.g., Schaeffer Land Trust v. San Jose City Council (1989) 215
Cal.App.3d 612, 623 [level of service (LOS) constitutes a “qualitative description of an
intersection’s quality of operation”].) Here, the City has based its conclusion that the
Project will not result in a potentially significant environmental impact as a result of its
contribution to traffic at identified intersections operating at LOS E or F under either
Existing Plus Project or Cumulative Plus Project conditions on, among other substantial
evidence discussed in Appendix A of the Revised Draft EIR, the GHG and alternative
transit benefits of the Project. The Legislature, in fact, has directed that the evaluation of
traffic impacts statewide move away from the use of a qualitative level of service
methodology to other alternative approaches such as VMT. (Pub. Resources Code, §
21099, subd. (b)(2) [“automobile delay, as described solely by level of service or similar
measures of vehicular capacity or traffic congestion shall not be considered a significant
impact on the environment pursuant to [CEQA]”].) The City has acted well within its
discretion to rely on its selected method of analysis.
In addition, the City’s Core LOS policy and significance threshold is not designed to
reduce the number of cars on the road and thereby improve levels of service/reduce
congestion at intersections. Rather, the policy and threshold are intended to encourage
infill development, discourage road widening, and to thereby reduce overall vehicle miles
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traveled and greenhouse gas emissions. The intent of the City’s standard is to address
the environmental impacts associated with driving by incentivizing development where a
resident will drive less rather than focus on the social inconvenience that delay may
cause. This approach complies fully with CEQA, which provides that “[e]comonic and
social changes resulting from a project shall not be treated as significant effects on the
environment.” (CEQA Guidelines, § 15064, subd. (e).) The commenter has not identified
any environmental impact associated with Project traffic that has not been fully analyzed
in the Draft EIR. See Response to Comment 4-25.
The comment also states that the Revised Draft EIR fails to address the environmental
threshold required under CEQA, suggesting that CEQA mandates a level of service
threshold to measure traffic impacts. This is incorrect. See Response to Comment 4-25
regarding the City’s discretion to select its own thresholds.
The commenter next alleges the City failed to comply with the Court’s order to show how
the traffic impacts at intersections will be reduced. This is also incorrect. The Court held
that the EIR failed to explain why traffic levels of service E and F are not considered
significant environmental impacts. In other words, the City is required to provide
substantial evidence to support its conclusion that LOS E and F is allowed in the Core
Area. Pursuant to the Court’s decision, “the City need only correct [this] deficiency in the
EIR…before considering recertification of the EIR.” The Revised Draft EIR and Appendix
A have been prepared pursuant to the Court’s directive in order to better explain the
City’s determination that LOS E and F are acceptable in the Core Area. The City was not
required by the Court to provide any additional traffic analysis or quantitative analysis.
Finally, the comment states the Draft EIR and Appendix A improperly rely on the 2030
General Plan rather than the 2035 General Plan. See Response to Comment 4-4.
4-29: The commenter asserts that the mobility element policy requires improvements to the
“regional transportation network into and in the Core Area,” and as such the Project’s
improvements to the citywide transit system are inadequate and do not implement the
policy. The commenter is incorrect.
Policy M 1.2.2 as set forth in the City’s 2030 General Plan states that:
“The City shall allow for flexible Level of Service (LOS) standards,
which will permit increased densities and mix of uses to increase
transit ridership, biking and walking, which decreases auto travel,
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thereby reducing air pollution, energy consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions.”
To implement this flexible level of service, Policy M 1.2.2, subdivision a, provides the
following “Core Area Level of Service Exemption”:
“LOS F conditions are acceptable during peak hours in the Core Area
bounded by C Street, the Sacramento River, 30th Street and X Street. If a
Traffic Study is prepared and identifies a LOS impact that would
otherwise be considered significant to a roadway or intersection that is in
the Core Area, the project would not be required in that particular
instance to widen roadways in order for the City to find project
conformance with the General Plan. Instead, General Plan conformance
could still be found if the project provides improvements to other parts of
the citywide transportation system in order to improve transportationsystem-wide roadway capacity, to make intersection improvements, or to
enhance non-auto travel modes in furtherance of the General Plan goals.”
(City of Sacramento 2009, p. 2-162, emphasis added.)
There is no requirement to provide improvements “related to improving the regional
transportation network into and in the Core Area” as suggested by the commenter.
Rather, improvements must be provided to “the citywide transportation system.”
As explained in the Revised Draft EIR, the Project applicant committed to provide
numerous improvements to the citywide transportation system in order to improve
system-wide roadway capacity, to make intersection improvements, or to enhance nonauto travel modes in furtherance of the General Plan goals. These improvements are set
forth in the Revised Draft EIR. The Project clearly satisfied the requirements of the City’s
2030 mobility policy.
The City’s 2035 General Plan, adopted after the Project was approved, modified Policy
M 1.2.2 to simply state “LOS F is allowed” in the Core Area, without requiring any
improvements to the citywide transportation system. As such, under the 2035 General
Plan the Project has over-mitigated its Project-related congestion impacts.
4-30: The comment notes that the City may not give “credit” to the Project for the Alhambra
Boulevard tunnel (underpass) as a means of mitigating the Project’s traffic impacts. This
is incorrect.
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As explained in the EIR certified by the City in 2014, vehicular access to the project site
is provided from the west via 28th and A Streets, and from the east via a roadway
extending from C Street between 40th Street and Tivoli Way. Vehicular access points
were also considered at Alhambra Boulevard and Lanatt Street, but both were
determined to be infeasible. The EIR considered a vehicular underpass at Alhambra and
determined it was infeasible. In addition, the EIR analyzed a Bicycle/Pedestrian
Underpass to be constructed under the existing UPRR embankment at the north end of
Alhambra Boulevard, but the underpass did not factor into the EIR’s traffic count. The
EIR acknowledged, however, the Bicycle/Pedestrian Underpass could not be
constructed without first obtaining UPRR and Public Utilities Commission approval, and
therefore its construction was uncertain. Moreover, the Bicycle/Pedestrian Underpass
was not required to mitigate traffic impacts and the traffic analysis did not assume any
reduction of vehicle trips due to the Bicycle/Pedestrian Underpass. Therefore, the EIR
conclusions remain the same whether or not the Bicycle/Pedestrian Underpass is
constructed. See also Response to Comment 3-6.
Moreover, the commenter raised this issue during litigation and the trial court and Court
of Appeal both ruled against the commenter/petitioners’ group, and in favor of the City, in
response to commenter’s argument that the EIR failed to analyze the environmental
impacts of the tunnel. (ESPLC v. City, supra, 5 Cal.App.5th at p. 292.)
4-31: The comment states that the City should analyze the Project’s consistency with the
City’s 2035 General Plan. See Response to Comment 4-4.
4-32: The commenter alleges that the EIR studied a horizon year of 2030 for traffic impacts,
and because the 2035 General Plan uses a horizon year 2035 for its traffic analysis, the
Revised Draft EIR must be updated to reflect horizon year 2035. The commenter also
states that, without analyzing the 2035 horizon year, the City cannot find the Project is
consistent with the General Plan.
The commenter is incorrect. The cumulative transportation analysis in the EIR assumes
a horizon year 2035, consistent with the projections in SACOG’s MTP/SCS 2035. The
EIR did analyze the 2035 horizon year. Moreover, the Court of Appeal’s decision
expressly upheld the City’s determination that the Project is consistent with the General
Plan. (East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City v. City of Sacramento (2016) 5
Cal.App.5th 281, 304-308.)
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4-33: The comment notes that the 2035 General Plan mobility element modified Policy 1.2.2,
and such modifications could potentially affect the Project’s traffic impacts.
The 2035 General Plan modifies Policy 1.2.2 to simply state “LOS F is allowed” in the
Core Area, and no improvements to the citywide transportation system is required. In
addition, the boundary of the Core Area has expanded farther to the east to include
Alhambra Boulevard. Therefore, in addition to the intersections in the Core Area that
would have less than significant impacts using the threshold based on the 2030 General
Plan, the Project’s impacts to the H Street/Alhambra Boulevard intersection would also
fall within the Core Area (rather than outside the Core Area under the 2030 General
Plan) and LOS E/F would be allowed. The same would be true for the cumulative
impacts at E Street/Alhambra Boulevard and H Street/Alhambra Boulevard. As such, if
the Project were proposed today, the impacts to these intersections would be less than
significant and no mitigation would be required.
See also Response to Comment 4-4.
4-34: The comment suggests that revised 2035 Mobility Policy 1.2.2 may result in additional
transportation related impacts to air quality, noise and emergency services.
The commenter is incorrect. The City evaluated the potential environmental impacts
associated with the 2035 General Plan and concluded there were no additional impacts
to air quality, noise and emergency services, among other things.
The 2035 General Plan Master EIR evaluated the potential for delayed emergency
response times as a result of implementing Policy M 1.2.2, and concluded that potential
impacts would be less than significant because the Master EIR also includes other
policies prioritizing emergency service needs. (GP MEIR, p. 4.8-6.)
As to Air Quality, the General Plan Master EIR explained that due to updated growth
projections and concentrating development along transit lines and transportation
corridors, VMT and related emissions are expected to decrease compared to the 2030
General Plan assumptions and the 2035 General Plan Master EIR would not conflict with
applicable air quality plans. (GP MEIR, pp. 4.2-5 to 4.2-7.)
The 2035 Master EIR evaluated noise impacts along roadways associated with
increases traffic and other conditions related to implementation of the 2035 General Plan
and concluded the impact would be significant and unavoidable even with mitigation.
(GP MEIR, pp. 4.8-8 to 4.8-17.)
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4-35: The comment states the City must prepare a supplemental EIR to reflect the revisions in
the 2035 General Plan. See Response to Comment 4-15.
4-36: The commenter states the Revised Draft EIR does not meet the requirements of CEQA
or the Court of Appeal. See Responses to Comments 4-21 to 4-34.
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Letter 5:
5-1:

APRIL 2017

Gary McDowell, January 22, 2017

The commenter requests a definition for LOS C, E, and F regarding the McKinley Village
Project and information regarding which City Council members approved the original
(McKinley Village) EIR.
LOS is a qualitative measure of traffic operating conditions whereby a letter grade, from
A (the best) to F (the worst), is assigned. These grades represent the perspective of
drivers and are an indication of the comfort and convenience associated with driving. In
general, LOS A represents free-flow conditions with no congestion, and LOS F
represents severe congestion and delay under stop-and-go conditions (DEIR, p. 4.9-21).
The McKinley Village Project was approved and the EIR certified on April 29, 2014
(Resolution no. 2014 0106). The Councilmembers voting to approve the Project
included, Fong, Hansen, Pannell, Schenirer, Warren, and Mayor Johnson.
Councilmembers opposed to the project were Ashby, Cohn, and McCarty.

5-2:

The comment states the project applicant should pay for any traffic mitigation and not
the City, or the Project should be abandoned.
The project applicant is responsible for paying to either fund or construct any mitigation
measures that were identified in the EIR. The City is not responsible to pay for mitigation
that is the Project’s responsibility.
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Letter 6:
6-1:

APRIL 2017

Susie Sargent Williams, February 26, 2017

The comment requests that the City honor the Third District Court of Appeal decision on
the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento and
prepare a new traffic analysis for public review.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 4-10 and Master Response 1,
which addresses this issue in detail.

6-2:

The commenter believes that it is important that the City honor the decision of the State
Court of Appeal on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City
of Sacramento case.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.

6-3:

The commenter requests that the City either identify acceptable traffic impact mitigation
measures for the McKinley Village Project or limit development.
The City complied with the requirements set forth under the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) and prepared an EIR that evaluated impacts associated with project
construction and operation of the McKinley Village Project. Through this process specific
mitigation measures were identified that the project applicant is required to comply with,
as verified by City staff. The commenter is also referred to Master Response 1, which
addresses the City’s responsibilities pursuant to the Courts ruling.
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Letter 7:
7-1:

APRIL 2017

Karen Jacques, February 26, 2017

The comment expresses concern that the Revised Draft EIR is not responsive to the
Appellate Court’s decision due to the lack of a new traffic analysis and new mitigation
measures addressing traffic impacts of the McKinley Village Project.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 4-10 and Master Response 1,
which addresses this issue in detail.

7-2:

The commenter requests that the City decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a
new traffic analysis and mitigation measures for traffic impacts.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 4-12 and Master Response 1,
which addresses this issue in detail.

7-3:

The commenter states that the McKinley Village Project will create serious traffic impacts
and requests that a full traffic analysis be conducted. The comment also notes there is
no bus service planned and options for people to walk or bike outside of the project site
is limited.
The Project has been designed to include sidewalks throughout the project site as well
as across the A Street Bridge and the 40th Street underpass to connect the site to the
City’s existing sidewalk network (DEIR, p. 2-40). In addition, the Project has been
designed to provide access to the City’s proposed bikeway connection located in the
extreme northeast portion of the project site, as proposed under the City’s Bikeway
Master Plan. Figure 2-20, Site Connectivity, in the McKinley Village EIR shows the
connection of the project site to the surrounding area (DEIR, p. 2-47). The 40th Street
underpass provides access, particularly for walking and bicycling, to transit route
(Bus Line 34). Regional Transit is currently in the process of reviewing and revising
its bus routes and bus routes in East Sacramento may change. The commenter is
also referred to Response to Comment 4-10 and Master Response 1, which addresses
the issue of the need to prepare another traffic analysis.

7-4:

The comment states that the City must comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento, as it is the right of citizens to expect this of the City. The commenter also
states that it is right of citizens to expect that the City not waste taxpayer money.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 8:
8-1:

APRIL 2017

Kate Lenox, February 27, 2017

The commenter notes their opposition to the Revised Draft EIR for the McKinley Village
Project and states that the Revised Draft EIR does not address the Court of Appeal
ruling. The commenter expresses concern regarding an increase in speeding traffic on
Elvas Avenue and states that the city must properly analyze traffic impacts on existing
neighborhoods and mitigate those impacts where necessary.
The commenter’s opposition to the Revised Draft EIR is noted. The EIR prepared for the
McKinley Village Project thoroughly evaluated traffic associated with construction and
operation of the Project. No additional traffic study is required as explained in Response
to Comment 4-10 and Master Response 1, which addresses the legal requirements.

8-2:

The comment states the City must comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento case and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic
analysis for public review. The commenter also states a concern that the failure of the
City to follow the law will contribute to an increase for taxpayers.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 4-10 and Master Response 1,
which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 9:
9-1:

APRIL 2017

Shannon Downs, February 27, 2017

The commenter expresses concern that traffic hazards will only increase on Elvas
Avenue and other roads once the McKinley Village Project is built out.
The comment’s concern is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.

9-2:

The comment states the City must comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and decertify the McKinley Village EIR.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 10:

APRIL 2017

Robert and Petra Sullivan, February 27, 2017

10-1: The commenters are expressing their concern regarding the preparation of the
McKinley Village EIR and traffic study and the City’s response to the Third District
Court of Appeal decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City
(ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento.
The commenters are referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the Courts’ ruling
in detail.
10-2: The comment states the City must comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento case and prepare a new EIR and a new traffic analysis.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 11:

APRIL 2017

Michael Greene, CDS Consulting, February 27, 2017

11-1: The commenter is expressing concern regarding the preparation of the McKinley Village EIR
and traffic study and the City’s response to the Third District Court of Appeal decision on the
East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1 for more information specific to the
Court ruling.
11-2: The comment states the City must comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and prepare a new EIR and a new traffic analysis.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 4-10 and Master Response 1,
which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 12:

APRIL 2017

Valerie Roberts, February 27, 2017

12-1: The commenter is providing an observation that she has seen an increase in traffic in
East Sacramento since the McKinley Village Project has opened.
The commenter’s observation is noted and no response is required.
12-2: The commenter notes their opposition to the Revised Draft EIR for the McKinley Village
Project due to its lack of a new traffic analysis and new mitigation measures that would
reduce significant Project traffic impacts.
The commenter’s opposition to the Draft EIR is noted and forwarded to the decisionmakers for their consideration. The commenter is referred to Master Response 1 for
more information.
12-3: The comment requests the City comply with the Third District Court of Appeal decision on the
East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento and decertify
the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
12-4: The comment states a concern that the failure of the City to follow the law will contribute
to an increase for taxpayers.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 13:

APRIL 2017

Tim and Toni Chapralis, February 27, 2017

13-1: The commenter notes an observation that traffic is getting worse for residents in East
Sacramento with cars speeding in the neighborhood.
The commenter’s observation is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for
their consideration.
13-2: The commenter expresses dissatisfaction regarding the Revised EIR and requests that a
full independent traffic analysis be conducted and the Revised EIR be decertified. The
commenter further requests that a new EIR be recirculated immediately for public input.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 4-12 and Master Response 1,
which addresses this issue in detail.
13-3: The comment states the City must comply with the Third District Court of Appeal decision on
the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento case and
reiterates opposition to the Revised EIR for the McKinley Village Project.
The commenter’s opposition to the Revised Draft EIR is noted and the commenter is
referred to Master Response 1, for more information.
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Letter 14:

APRIL 2017

Rick and Sally Doerr, February 28, 2017

14-1: The comment expresses concern that the Revised Draft EIR is not responsive to the
Appellate Court’s decision due to the lack of a new traffic analysis and new mitigation
measures addressing traffic impacts of the McKinley Village Project.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
14-2: The commenter notes that the Court of Appeal’s decision on the East Sacramento
Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento case is precedent setting
and requests that the City comply with the decision.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the Court’s ruling
and the City’s responsibilities.
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Letter 15:

APRIL 2017

Patti and Don Herberger, February 28, 2017

15-1: The commenter requests that the City reject the Revised Draft EIR and comply with
Third District Court of Appeal decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a
Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and
prepare a new traffic analysis for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
15-2: The comment appears to be including direction on how to provide comments on the
Revised Draft EIR. The comment is noted and the commenter is referred to Master
Response 1.
15-3: The comment states a concern that the failure of the City to follow the law will contribute
to an increase for taxpayers. The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which
addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 16:

APRIL 2017

Mike Grinstead, February 28, 2017

16-1: The commenter states an observation that the connection of McKinley Village Way to C
Street has a dangerous curve to the east and C Street narrows heading west which
creates traffic hazards and notes there have been numerous accidents. The comment is
noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
16-2: The commenter notes that traffic issues could be eased with a direct connection
between the project site and Alhambra Boulevard (via the UPRR underpass) and
appears to support the underpass.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 3-6 for more information regarding
the status of the underpass.
16-3: The commenter states a traffic study for the McKinley Village Project that examines the
connection of the project site to Alhambra via an underpass is warranted and notes that
this is also what the Court required in its ruling.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the Court ruling and
Response to Comment 3-6 that addresses the status of the underpass. It is important to
note the Appellate Court decision did not require the underpass be further evaluated and
indicated in their decision that a vehicular tunnel at Alhambra was not part of the Project
and did not need to be included in the project description or analyzed in the EIR. (ESPL
v. City, supra, 5 Cal.App.5th at p. 292.)
16-4: The commenter notes that his comments are only his opinion regarding traffic between
East Sacramento and Downtown and along Elvas Avenue and C Street. The comment is
noted and no further response is required.
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Letter 17:

APRIL 2017

Dawn M. Olson, February 28, 2017

17-1: The commenter expresses concern regarding the McKinley Village Project and its
current and future traffic impacts on the Meister Terrace neighborhood in East
Sacramento. The comment further emphasizes dissatisfaction with the planning of the
Tivoli Way and Elvas Avenue intersection. The comment is noted and forwarded to the
decision-makers for their review.
17-2: The commenter expresses concern regarding traffic hazards at the intersection of Tivoli
Way and Elvas Avenue. The commenter requests reconsideration of this intersection to
alert cars stopping at this intersection to use caution as cars enter from 40th street and
Tivoli Way.
The comment is outside of the scope of the Revised Draft EIR. However, the
commenter’s concern regarding this intersection is noted and forwarded to the decisionmakers for their consideration.
17-3: The commenter notes that traffic backs up at the stop sign closest to Tivoli Way and
creates a hazardous condition and requests a solution be provided.
The comment is outside of the scope of the Revised Draft EIR. However, the
commenter’s concern regarding this intersection is noted and forwarded to the decisionmakers for their consideration.
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Letter 18:

APRIL 2017

Nancy E. Wolford, February 28, 2017

18-1: The commenter is urging the City to comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento with regard to McKinley Village EIR.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
18-2: The commenter expresses their opposition to the Revised Draft EIR for the McKinley
Village Project due to the lack of a new traffic analysis and new mitigation to address
traffic impacts.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
18-3: The commenter notes the East Sacramento neighborhood has numerous roadway
connections for residents and the McKinley Village Project has only two points of access.
Based on this the commenter makes the determination this will result in congestion.
It is not clear from the comment if the concern is that residents of McKinley Village will
experience congestion trying to enter or exit the site, or if traffic leaving the project site
either from A Street or 40th Street would contribute to congestion. The comment is noted
and forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
18-4: The comment states a concern that the failure of the City to follow the law will contribute
to an increase for taxpayers.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
18-5: The comment states the City must comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis
for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 19:

APRIL 2017

Linda Zeiszler, February 28, 2017

19-1: The commenter states that traffic is currently very heavy on Elvas Street and C Street
and 39th, 36th and McKinley Boulevard due to the nearby business park and Theodore
Judah School. The commenter believes that the residents of the McKinley Village
Project will add to traffic impacts in this area. The comment is noted and forwarded to
the decision-makers for their consideration.
19-2: The commenter requests that the City comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis
for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
19-3: The commenter requests that the City comply with the Court order and reject the
Revised Draft EIR.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 20:

APRIL 2017

Barbara Thalacker and Terry Reed, February 28, 2017

20-1: The commenter is stating the Revised Draft EIR does not contain a new traffic analysis
or mitigation measures to address traffic impacts.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue.
20-2: The comment states there are significant traffic impacts that are not mitigated and
construction traffic has been noisy and is requesting the City comply with the Third
District Court of Appeal decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City
(ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento and de-certify the EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue.
20-3: The comment states a concern that the failure of the City to follow the law will contribute
to an increase for taxpayers.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue.
20-4: The comment notes adding a third vehicle access connecting to Alhambra Boulevard
would help to alleviate the traffic in Midtown and East Sacramento.
Please see Response to Comment 3-6 which provides more information on the status of
the underpass.
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Letter 21:

APRIL 2017

Jo Ann Pinotti, February 28, 2017

21-1: The commenter is stating the Revised Draft EIR does not contain a new traffic analysis
or mitigation measures to address traffic impacts.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue.
21-2: The commenter is urging the City to comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and prepare a new traffic analysis. The comment also notes that the City’s
failure to follow the law will lead to unnecessary taxpayer expense.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 22:

APRIL 2017

Susan McMillan, February 28, 2017

22-1: The comment states the City must comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and prepare a new traffic analysis.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 23:

APRIL 2017

Jean Amdahl Meagher, February 28, 2017

23-1: The commenter is expressing her opposition to the Revised Draft EIR because it does
not include a new traffic analysis and no new mitigation measures.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the Court’s decision
on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento
case in detail.
23-2: The comment notes that she is experiencing significant traffic impacts during
construction of the McKinley Village Project.
The McKinley Village EIR evaluated short-term traffic impacts associated with project
construction and included mitigation that required the project applicant prepare a
construction traffic and parking management plan to the satisfaction of City Traffic
Engineer and subject to review by all affected agencies. The plan shall ensure that
acceptable operating conditions on local roadways and freeway facilities are maintained
(DEIR p. 4.6-62). This is outside of the scope of what was addressed in the Revised
Draft EIR, but the City has addressed this concern in Response to Comment 3-3.
23-3: The comment is requesting that the City comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and decertify the EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
23-4: The comment states a concern that the failure of the City to follow the law will contribute
to an increase for taxpayers.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
23-5: The commenter is expressing a desire that the City consider these matters because they
affect the quality of life of residents that live in East Sacramento. The comment is noted
and forwarded the City’s decision-makers for their consideration.
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Letter 24:

APRIL 2017

Nick Kastle, February 28, 2017

24-1: The commenter is stating his opposition to the Revised Draft EIR because it fails to
provide a new traffic analysis.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
24-2: The comment indicates the Revised Draft EIR does not address the current traffic
impacts and safety in his neighborhood and is requesting the City comply with the Third
District Court of Appeal decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City
(ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento and decertify the EIR, prepare a new traffic study for
public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
24-3: The comment notes his desire that the City listen to the requests of its citizens. The
comment is noted and forwarded the City’s decision-makers for their consideration.
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Letter 25:

APRIL 2017

MaryAnne Kelly, February 28, 2017

25-1: The commenter is expressing her opposition to the Revised Draft EIR and notes she has
experienced traffic impacts in her neighborhood.
The commenter’s opposition to the Revised Draft EIR is noted and forwarded to the
decision-makers for their consideration.
25-2: The commenter states the Revised Draft EIR does not contain a new traffic analysis or
new mitigation that would address traffic in her neighborhood.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the request to
prepare a new traffic analysis.
25-3: The comment is requesting that the City comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and decertify the EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 26:

APRIL 2017

Kevin Wehr, February 28, 2017

26-1: The comment is expressing opposition to the Revised Draft EIR and is requesting the
City decertify the EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
26-2: The comment notes the City has installed a roundabout and stop signs on 23rd Street in
Midtown and notes that due to the forced turn at the 28th/C Street intersection traffic will
be diverted onto C Street and 29th Street. The comment requests a third project access
be provided that connects the project site to Alhambra Boulevard.
The McKinley Village Project is required to provide two points of vehicle access to
ensure adequate ingress and egress is provided in the event of an emergency. The
Project includes vehicle access at the A Street Bridge over Capital City Freeway in the
western portion of the site and the extension of 40th Street under the UPRR
embankment in the eastern portion of the site. The traffic analysis prepared for the
project did not identify the need for a third point of access, nor was an impact identified
that required construction of the underpass as mitigation. Please see also Response to
Comment 3-6 that provides more information on the status of the underpass.
26-3: The comment is raising a safety concern due to the increase in traffic along C Street and
the presence of a school and park in the vicinity. The commenter is requesting the City
decertify the EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
26-4: The commenter provides an observation that traffic on C Street, 28th and 29th Streets
has increased and has contributed to an increase in unsafe driving.
The commenter’s observation and concern is noted and forwarded to the decisionmakers for their consideration.
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Letter 27:

APRIL 2017

Mary French, February 28, 2017

27-1: The commenter is requesting the City address traffic concerns on Elvas, H Street,
and Alhambra Boulevard in compliance with the decision in the Third District Court of
Appeal decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v.
City of Sacramento.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue.
27-2: The commenter is urging the City to comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento case and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic
analysis for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 28:

APRIL 2017

Kathleen Marshall, MD, February 28, 2017

28-1: The commenter is requesting the City comply with the Third District Court of Appeal decision
on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento case
and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 29:

APRIL 2017

Will Green, March 1, 2017

29-1: The commenter is stating a concern regarding how the City evaluated the McKinley
Village traffic analysis and indicates that the EIR was found to be incomplete by the
Third District Court of Appeal.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
29-2: The commenter is requesting the City comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and prepare a new traffic study.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 30:

APRIL 2017

Walter and Georgia Fox Watters, March 1, 2017

30-1: The commenter notes she is supportive of thoughtful development, but believes the
McKinley Project was “pushed through” and not thoughtfully planned. She also notes the
Courts have mandated the City decertify the EIR and correct its deficiencies.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
30-2: The commenter is stating opposition to the Revised Draft EIR because it does not
contain a new traffic analysis. The comment also states the City did not comply with the
law. The commenter’s opposition to the Revised Draft EIR is noted.
The commenter is also referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
30-3: The comment encourages the City to follow with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento case and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic
analysis for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 31:

APRIL 2017

Richard Clark, March 1, 2017

31-1: The commenter is urging the City comply with the Third District Court of Appeal decision
on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento
and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis for public
review. The comment goes on to note opposition to the Revised Draft EIR because it
does not contain a new traffic analysis or mitigation and believes the City has ignored
direction provided by the Courts.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
31-2: The comment is addressing a traffic study that was conducted for I Street in Midtown
and states the City has concluded Project traffic will not adversely impact I Street.
The analysis of I Street is outside of the scope of the Revised Draft EIR and the
McKinley Village EIR traffic analysis fully accounts for the effect vehicles will have on
Midtown streets and intersections consistent with the requirements of the City of
Sacramento and CEQA. The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which
addresses why a new traffic study is not required.
31-3: The commenter states I Street will receive Project traffic because it provides the most
direct access to downtown and this was not analyzed.
The analysis of I Street is outside of the scope of the Revised Draft EIR and the
McKinley Village EIR traffic analysis fully accounts for the effect vehicles will have on
Midtown streets and intersections consistent with the requirements of the City of
Sacramento and CEQA. The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which
addresses why a new traffic study is not required.
31-4: The commenter is requesting the City comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento case and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic
analysis for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 32:

APRIL 2017

C Street and Alhambra Residents, March 2, 2017

32-1: The comment is requesting that the City not remove any existing traffic calming measures
installed as part of the City’s Neighborhood Preservation and Transportation Plan.
The commenter is referred to Responses to Comments 32-2 through 32-3.
32-2: The commenter states the Revised Draft EIR should have evaluated impacts under the
City’s current 2035 General Plan because it would not require Mitigation Measure 4.96(b) identified in the McKinley Village EIR be implemented.
The commenter accurately identifies that the thresholds of significance used in the
Revised Draft EIR and the McKinley Village EIR rely upon thresholds from the City’s
2030 General Plan, and that subsequent to the certification of the EIR, the City Council
adopted the 2035 General Plan in March, 2015. The 2035 General Plan maintained
Policy M 1.2.2 that identifies variable LOS thresholds for the City, but adjusted the
boundary of the “Core Area” where LOS E and F are allowed during peak hours from
30th Street one block eastward to Alhambra Boulevard. Because of this modification, the
commenter asserts that Mitigation Measure 4.9-6(b) for the E Street/Alhambra
Boulevard intersection is no longer needed since LOS F conditions are now allowed at
this location.
Please refer to Response to Comment 4-25 for a discussion of the City’s discretion to
select a threshold.
The McKinley Village EIR identified a potentially significant impact to the E
Street/Alhambra Boulevard intersection under Cumulative Plus Project conditions since
the “proposed project would exacerbate LOS F conditions…by more than 5 seconds
during the AM and PM peak hours” (DEIR, 4.9-89). The 2030 General Plan significance
thresholds, which were part of the existing policy environment at the time the EIR was
prepared, were used as the basis for the thresholds in the EIR. The thresholds identified
in 2030 General Plan Policy M 1.2.2 do not permit LOS E or F conditions at the E
Street/Alhambra Boulevard intersection since it is outside of the Core Area and not
within a multimodal district. Therefore, Mitigation Measure 4.9-6(b) was identified to
reduce the impact to less than significant. Mitigation Measure 4.9-6 states:
The project applicant shall contribute its fair share to the City of
Sacramento Traffic Operations Center to monitor and re-time the E
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Street/Alhambra Boulevard traffic signal to optimize flow, and to
implement the following improvements:


Remove the bulb-out on the southbound approach to the E
Street/Alhambra Boulevard intersection and prohibit on-street
parking on the west side of Alhambra Boulevard during peak
periods (7–9 AM and 4–6 PM) to allow for the installation of a
dedicated southbound right-turn lane.



Restripe the northbound approach to the E Street/Alhambra
Boulevard intersection to include a northbound dedicated rightturn lane.

Given that the impact occurs under cumulative conditions and that the recently updated
2035 General Plan Policy M 1.2.2 now allows LOS F at this location, this mitigation
measure has not yet been implemented, and may be implemented in the future at the
discretion of the City. The comment is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for
their consideration.
The commenter is also referred to Response to Comment 4-4.
32-3: The comment notes existing class 2 bike lanes on the northbound and southbound
approaches of Alhambra Boulevard to McKinley Boulevard and the Revised Draft EIR
does not specify what would happen to these bike lanes if Mitigation Measure 4.9-6(b) is
implemented. The comment reiterates support for eliminating this mitigation measure.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 32-2 which notes that this
mitigation measure has not yet been implemented, and may be implemented in the
future at the discretion of the City.
Additionally, the McKinley Village EIR analysis accounted for the existing Class II onstreet bicycle facility on Alhambra Boulevard (DEIR, p. 4.9-17) and evaluated whether
the Project would “adversely affect existing or planned bicycle facilities” as part of the
impact significance criteria outlined on page 4.9-46. The City’s Bicycle Master Plan
identifies existing and future bicycle routes, lanes, and paths at a segment level.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.9-6(b) would maintain a Class II on-street
bikeway on Alhambra Boulevard north and south of E Street/McKinley Boulevard,
though bicycle treatments through intersections vary depending upon context. The final
design of the improvements identified in Mitigation Measure 4.9-6(b) would be
completed in the future at the discretion of the City, and would include consideration of
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appropriate bicycle treatments for approaches to the E Street/Alhambra Boulevard,
including but not limited to pavement markings and signage per City standards and
subject to the approval of the City’s Traffic Engineer.
32-4: The comment states the City needs to prioritize safe access for pedestrians and
bicyclists through the core area of the City and should not implement mitigation
measures that would reduce the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 32-2.
32-5: The comment requests that modifications to City streets should not be implemented if
they conflict with the General Plan. Specifically the comment notes removal of bulb outs,
installation of turn lanes, restriping, removing parking, and retiming traffic signals.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 32-2 which notes that this
mitigation measure has not yet been implemented, and may be implemented in the
future at the discretion of the City.
Additionally, contrary to the commenter’s assertion, the provision of northbound and
southbound right-turn pockets at the E Street/Alhambra Boulevard intersection as part of
Mitigation Measure 4.9-6(b) would facilitate the flow of traffic onto the E Street/McKinley
Boulevard collector roadway by facilitating the northbound-to-eastbound and southbound-towestbound movements, and not onto roadways classified as local. Further, the traffic signal
timing adjustments identified as part of the mitigation measure would optimize flow based
upon travel demand, and would not be designed to direct traffic “off of designated Collectors
onto Local Residential Streets” as asserted by the commenter.
32-6: The comment states that removing on-street parking along Alhambra Boulevard
during rush hour will encourage cars to speed and make it unsafe for pedestrians
and bicyclists.
No evidence is provided in the comment to support the assertion that the implementation
of Mitigation Measure 4.9-6(b) would increase vehicle speeds along Alhambra Boulevard
resulting in unsafe conditions for bicyclists and pedestrians, nor is evidence provided
that the mitigation measure would negatively impact nearby businesses.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 32-2 which notes that this
mitigation measure has not yet been implemented, and may be implemented in the
future at the discretion of the City.
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Mitigation Measure 4.9-6(b) contained in the McKinley Village EIR would affect peak hour
parking on Alhambra Boulevard adjacent to the E Street/McKinley Boulevard intersection. The
project applicant would be required to contribute a fair share towards the modification of the
Alhambra Boulevard approaches to this intersection. This improvement would result in the
prohibition of on-street parking on the northbound and southbound Alhambra Boulevard
approaches to E Street/McKinley Boulevard during peak periods (7–9 AM and 4–6 PM) and
the removal of a bulb-out on the southbound approach to the E Street/Alhambra Boulevard to
allow for dedicated right-turn lanes (DEIR, p. 4.9-90-91). This measure would assist in
improving traffic flow through the Alhambra Boulevard/E Street intersection.
The bulb-out that would be removed as part of this mitigation measure is approximately
three feet wide and one car length long, and is located in the parking lane between the
curb/gutter and the on-street bicycle lane. Per City standards, the bicycle lane is dashed
approaching the E Street/Alhambra intersection to allow right-turning drivers to encroach
into the bicycle lane, which reduces the potential for right-hook collisions involving
bicyclists. Given that drivers can legally encroach into this space, the removal of the
bulb-out would not substantially increase the crossing distance of the intersection for
pedestrians. With implementation of this mitigation measure, on-street parking would be
allowed at this location during off-peak hours (all times outside of 7–9 AM and 4–6 PM),
which would serve as an additional buffer between pedestrians and vehicles.
32-7: The comment states that implementing the required mitigation measure would
encourage traffic to use northbound Alhambra Boulevard versus staying on
McKinley Boulevard.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 32-5 that addresses this concern.
32-8: The comment provides a general observation that the streets in this area were not
designed to serve large volumes of traffic and request that the residential viability of
these neighborhoods be protected.
The commenter’s concern is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for
their consideration.
32-9: The comment is referencing mitigation that was approved as part of the C Street
Business Park expansion that the City is now proposing to remove.
This comment is outside of the scope of the Revised Draft EIR and not relevant to this
Project. Therefore, no response is required.
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32-10: The comment notes that traffic diverting mitigation has been installed at 28th/C Streets
and the 40th Street entrance into the project site includes speed monitoring and rumble
strips. The commenter is concerned that not enough is being done to protect residents
from an increase in traffic.
The commenter’s concern is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for
their consideration.
32-11: The comment refers to the City’s Neighborhood Preservation and Transportation Plan
and states the Project’s proposed modifications will shift traffic from McKinley Boulevard
to Alhambra Boulevard and C Street.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 32-2.
32-12: The comment states the Revised Draft EIR did not provide the required substantial
evidence to support the City’s finding that LOS E and F within the Core Area would
result in a less-than-significant impact.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 4-3 and Master Response 2 that
addresses the issue of substantial evidence to use the City’s General Plan mobility
policy as a significance threshold.
32-13: The comment states the traffic analysis did not evaluate “healthy” levels of noise,
pollution, brake dust and other hazards associated with traffic.
It is not clear if the commenter is referencing the Revised Draft EIR or the McKinley Village
EIR. The Revised Draft EIR only addressed the City’s significance threshold identified in the
McKinley Village EIR and provided evidence to explain why LOS E and F are not considered
significant environmental impacts under the City’s General Plan LOS Policy that allows LOS F
in the Core Area. The McKinley Village EIR included an analysis of air quality and noise that
specifically included hazards associated with an increase in traffic.
32-14: The comment states the Revised Draft EIR does not include a new traffic study or
mitigation to protect historic neighborhoods.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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32-15: The comment indicates the Revised Draft EIR fails to address traffic on local
residential streets.
The Revised Draft EIR only addressed the City’s significance threshold in the McKinley
Village EIR and provided evidence to explain why LOS E and F are not considered
significant environmental impacts under the City’s General Plan LOS Policy that allows
LOS F in the Core Area. The McKinley Village EIR traffic analysis addressed the
increase in traffic associated with construction and operation of the Project.
32-16: The commenter states the City’s decision to prepare a Revised Draft EIR does not
“optimally” apply to the Third District Court of Appeal decision on the East Sacramento
Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento case and decertify the
McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
32-17: The commenter offers an opinion that significant traffic impacts still exist and are not
mitigated. This is creating safety concerns, increase in noise, and accidents.
The commenter’s opinion is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for
their consideration.
32-18: The comment requests the City not remove existing traffic calming measures or street
modifications to facilitate traffic at the expense of protecting pedestrians, bicyclists,
residents, and property values.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 32-2.
32-19: The commenter is requesting the City prepare a new traffic analysis that addresses the
issues raised in this letter.
The comment is noted. The commenter is referred to Master Response 1 that addresses
the request to prepare a new traffic analysis.
32-20: The comment requests the City include traffic mitigation to ensure the preservation of
the neighborhood and safety of residents.
The comment is noted. The commenter is referred to Master Response 1 that addresses
the request to prepare a new traffic analysis.
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Letter 33:

APRIL 2017

Michael Murphy, March 2, 2017

33-1: The commenter is noting he lives in the Marshall School neighborhood and will be
impacted by the increase in traffic associated with the McKinley Village Project. The
comment also notes the project contractor is not following the construction traffic plan.
The number of vehicle trips evaluated in the McKinley Village EIR traffic analysis has not
changed. The traffic analysis evaluated the increase in vehicle trips on the surrounding
roadway network and included mitigation measures to reduce impacts to less than
significant, if feasible. The traffic analysis is included in the McKinley Village Draft and any
revisions to the analysis are included in the Final EIR. Both of these documents are
available on the City’s website (https://www.cityofsacramento.org/CommunityDevelopment/Planning/Environmental); however, the comment period to provide comments
on the analysis has closed. The Revised Draft EIR was prepared to only provide additional
information that explains why the McKinley Village Project would not result in significant
traffic impacts to specific intersections on 28th, 29th and 30th Streets.
The commenter is also referred to Response to Comment 3-3.
33-2: The comment states that the Revised Draft EIR fails to address traffic impacts in
Midtown and continues to rely on the City’s LOS policy to show impacts would be less
than significant.
The Revised Draft EIR was prepared specifically to explain why traffic LOS E and F are
not considered significant environmental impacts under the City’s General Plan LOS
Policy that allows LOS E and F in the Core Area. The commenter is referred to
Response to Comment 4-2 and Master Response 2 that addresses this comment.
33-3: The commenter states the Revised Draft EIR should include a new traffic analysis and
not continue to use the City’s policy to avoid mitigating traffic impacts.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
33-4: The commenter is requesting a third access be provided and is asking what happened to
the status of the underpass to connect the project site to Alhambra Boulevard.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 3-6 that addresses the status of
the UPRR underpass.
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33-5: The commenter is requesting the City comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and decertify the EIR. The comment is also requesting a new traffic study
be prepared that focuses on traffic impacts to 28th, 29th, and 30th streets and be
recirculated for public review and comment.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 34:

APRIL 2017

Shari Beck, March 2, 2017

34-1: The comment is requesting that the City comply with the Third District Court of
Appeal decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v.
City of Sacramento.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
34-2: The comment states the Third District Court of Appeal decision required the McKinley
Village EIR be recirculated.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which clarifies what the Court
specifically requested be further addressed.
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Letter 35:

APRIL 2017

Michael Greene, March 2, 2017

35-1: The commenter notes his opposition to the McKinley Village Project because it does
not include a vehicle underpass at Alhambra Boulevard and provides his opinion that
the Project should not have been approved by either the Planning Commission or the
City Council.
Please see Response to Comment 3-6 that addresses the underpass at Alhambra
Boulevard. The commenter’s opinion is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for
their consideration.
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Letter 36:

APRIL 2017

Kathy Ullerich, March 2, 2017

36-1: The commenter is expressing her opposition to the Revised Draft EIR because it does
not include a new traffic analysis and no new mitigation measures.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the Court’s decision
on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento
case in detail.
36-2: The comment notes an observation that traffic along McKinley Boulevard has increased
and created a dangerous situation for pedestrians and bicyclists in the area.
The comment is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
36-3: The comment is requesting that the City comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento case.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
36-4: The comment states a concern that the failure of the City to follow the law will contribute
to an increase for taxpayers.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 37:

APRIL 2017

Jan Ellen Rein, March 2, 2017

37-1: The commenter is stating opposition to the Revised Draft EIR because it does not
contain a new traffic analysis or mitigation to address traffic impacts. The comment also
states unmitigated traffic impacts are creating increased air pollution, noise and
inconvenience to area residents.
The Draft EIR prepared for the McKinley Village Project included detailed analyses
addressing air quality and noise associated with construction and operation of the
Project. That analysis has not changed because the amount of traffic generated by the
Project has not changed. The commenter is referred to Master Response 1 for more
detailed information.
37-2: The comment states the City must comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis
for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
37-3: The comment states a concern that the failure of the City to follow the law will contribute
to an increase for taxpayers.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 38:

APRIL 2017

Michael Irwin, March 2, 2017

38-1: The comment is stating opposition to the Revised Draft EIR because it does not contain
a new traffic analysis or mitigation to address traffic impacts.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
38-2: The comment states the Project has two points of access and traffic generated from the
project site will add vehicles to the McKinley Park neighborhood.
The number of vehicle trips evaluated in the McKinley Village EIR traffic analysis has not
changed. The traffic analysis evaluated the increase in vehicle trips on roads in the McKinley
Park neighborhood and included mitigation measures to reduce impacts to less than
significant, if feasible. The traffic analysis is included in the McKinley Village Draft and any
revisions to the analysis are included in the Final EIR. Both of these documents are
available on the City’s website (https://www.cityofsacramento.org/CommunityDevelopment/Planning/Environmental); however, the comment period to provide comments
on the analysis has closed. The Revised Draft EIR was prepared to only provide additional
information that explains why the McKinley Village Project would not result in significant
traffic impacts to specific intersections on 28th, 29th and 30th Streets.
38-3: The comment states the Revised Draft EIR should have included a new traffic analysis
and mitigation measures that include potential changes to the Regional Transit routes
that serve this area of the City.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the requirement to
prepare a new traffic analysis.
38-4: The commenter states the EIR was not done correctly and a new traffic analysis needs
to be prepared.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the requirement to
prepare a new traffic analysis.
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Letter 39:

APRIL 2017

Lesley Schroeder, MD, March 2, 2017

39-1: The commenter states her opposition to the Revised Draft EIR because it does not
include a new traffic analysis or mitigation measures.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the requirement to
prepare a new traffic analysis.
39-2: The commenter indicates that traffic along McKinley Boulevard has increased and
significant traffic impacts have not been mitigated, this includes cars traveling at
unsafe speeds.
The number of vehicle trips evaluated in the McKinley Village EIR traffic analysis has not
changed. The traffic analysis evaluated the increase in vehicle trips on the McKinley Park
neighborhood and included mitigation measures to reduce impacts to less than significant,
if feasible. The traffic analysis is included in the McKinley Village Draft and any revisions to
the analysis are included in the Final EIR. Both of these documents are available on the
City’s
website
(https://www.cityofsacramento.org/Community-Development/Planning/
Environmental); however, the comment period to provide comments on the analysis has
closed. The Revised Draft EIR was prepared to only provide additional information that
explains why the McKinley Village Project would not result in significant traffic impacts to
specific intersections on 28th, 29th and 30th Streets.
39-3: The comment states concern regarding emergency access from the project site because
only two access points are provided.
The comment does not address the scope of the Revised Draft EIR; therefore, no
response is required. However, the McKinley Village Project includes two vehicular
access points: the A Street Bridge over Capital City Freeway in the western portion of
the site and the extension of 40th Street under the UPRR embankment in the eastern
portion of the site. The City requires two access points be provided to ensure adequate
access is provided in the event of an emergency. The Project has been reviewed by
both the City’s police and fire departments to ensure it meets all safety and emergency
access requirements.
39-4: The comment states the City must comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis
for public review.
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The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
39-5: The comment states a concern that the failure of the City to follow the law will contribute
to an increase for taxpayers.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 40:

APRIL 2017

Jill and Rick Ferreter, March 2, 2017

40-1: The comment states a concern that the Revised Draft EIR does not include a new traffic
analysis or mitigation measures to address significant traffic impacts.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
40-2: The comment states an additional access under the UP rail lines at Alhambra Boulevard
should be addressed because this location makes more sense than the Project’s other
two access points.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 3-6 that addresses the status of
the underpass.
40-3: The commenter is requesting a traffic signal be included at the entrance to the project
site at C Street/40th Street. As evidence, the commenter cites the signalized access to
the nearby River Park neighborhood at H Street/Carlson Drive.
Although the McKinley Village project will have the same number of vehicular access
points at build-out as the River Park neighborhood (two), River Park has more than five
times the number of households than the McKinley Village Project will have at build-out,
in addition to multiple retail establishments and an elementary school. This substantially
higher level of development results in far more trips to/from the River Park neighborhood
than will ever travel to/from McKinley Village project site.
As part of the City’s review of the McKinley Village Project, access to/from the project
site was evaluated to determine the appropriate intersection controls at the C Street
project access. This evaluation identified all-way stop control as the appropriate
treatment. As documented in the Draft EIR (DEIR, p. 4.9-93), all-way stop control at
this location would result in low levels of vehicular delay with LOS A during both peak
hours under near-term conditions and LOS B during both peak hours under
cumulative conditions. With Project build-out, the projected traffic volumes at this
entrance will not satisfy the peak hour traffic signal warrant (California Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices, Caltrans 2014), a tool used by the City to help
identify intersections that require signalization.
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40-4: The comment states the City must comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis
for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 41:

APRIL 2017

Ann Rodgers, March 3, 2017

41-1: The commenter states her opposition to the Revised Draft EIR because it does not
include a new traffic analysis or mitigation measures to address traffic impacts on
neighborhood streets.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the requirement to
prepare a new traffic analysis.
41-2: The comment notes an observation that traffic has increased in the area.
The commenter’s observation is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for
their consideration.
Please see Master Response 1, which provides more details on the legal issues.
41-3: The comment states the City must comply with the Third District Court of Appeal
decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of
Sacramento and decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new traffic analysis
for public review.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
41-4: The comment states a concern that the failure of the City to follow the law will contribute
to an increase for taxpayers.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 42:

APRIL 2017

Holly Longacre, March 3, 2017

42-1: The commenter states her opposition to the Revised Draft EIR because it does not
include a new traffic analysis or mitigation measures to address traffic problems in
her neighborhood.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the requirement to
prepare a new traffic analysis.
42-2: The comment states that there has been an increase in construction trucks and vehicles
due to the on-going Project-related construction activities, resulting in damage to roads,
increase in air emissions, noise and dirt on area roadways.
The McKinley Village Draft EIR evaluated impacts associated with Project
construction activities and mitigation has been included to address significant
impacts. The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 3-3 that addresses
construction-related concerns.
42-3: The commenter notes that traffic along Elvas Avenue has increased resulting in an
unsafe environment for residents that live along this road.
The observation provided by the commenter is noted and no further response is
required. This concern is forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
42-4: The comment references the intersection of H Street and Elvas Avenue and notes the
change in roadway lanes and widths allows people to exceed the speed limit.
The observation provided by the commenter is noted and no further response is
required. This concern is forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
42-5: The commenter is requesting a new traffic analysis be prepared that addresses ways to
make the neighborhood safer.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the requirement to
prepare a new traffic analysis.
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Letter 43:

APRIL 2017

Jennifer Howell, March 3, 2017

43-1: The commenter states her opposition to the Revised Draft EIR due to concerns
regarding traffic.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the requirement to
prepare a new traffic analysis.
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Letter 44:

APRIL 2017

Tamarin Austin, March 3, 2017

44-1: The commenter states the McKinley Village Project will create hazards to pedestrians
and other drivers due to the increase in traffic and is requesting that the vehicle
underpass at Alhambra Boulevard be included as a mitigation measure for the Project.
The McKinley Village Project is required to provide two points of access to ensure
adequate ingress and egress is provided in the event of an emergency. The McKinley
Village Project includes two vehicular access points: the A Street Bridge over Capital City
Freeway in the western portion of the site and the extension of 40th Street under the
UPRR embankment in the eastern portion of the site. The traffic analysis prepared for the
Project did not identify the need for a third point of access, nor was an impact identified
that required construction of the underpass as mitigation. Please see also Response to
Comment 3-6 that provides more information on the status of the underpass.
44-2: The commenter is stating that providing vehicle access at Alhambra Boulevard is
feasible and would allow for better traffic flow and increase safety for pedestrians,
children and bicyclists.
Please see Response to Comment 44-1, which addresses this issue.
44-3: The commenter is expressing an opinion that they are disappointed with how the City
has complied with the Court’s ruling and is requesting the City prepare a new EIR and
traffic study.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1 for a detailed response to the City’s
responsibility in complying with the Court’s ruling. The commenter’s opinion is noted and
forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
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Letter 45:

APRIL 2017

Laura Lee Brennan, March 3, 2017

45-1: The commenter states the McKinley Village Project will create hazards to pedestrians
and other drivers due to the increase in traffic and is requesting that the vehicle
underpass at Alhambra Boulevard be included as a mitigation measure for the project.
The McKinley Village Project is required to provide two points of access to ensure
adequate ingress and egress is provided in the event of an emergency. The Project
includes two vehicular access points: the A Street Bridge over Capital City Freeway in
the western portion of the site and the extension of 40th Street under the UPRR
embankment in the eastern portion of the site. The traffic analysis prepared for the
Project did not identify the need for a third point of access, nor was an impact identified
that required construction of the underpass as mitigation. Please see also Response to
Comment 3-6 that provides more information on the status of the underpass.
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Letter 46:

APRIL 2017

Suzy Campbell, March 3, 2017

46-1: The commenter is requesting that the traffic analysis be re-considered to address safety
and quality of life.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses the requirement to
prepare a new traffic analysis.
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Letter 47:

APRIL 2017

Patricia Ansell, March 3, 2017

47-1: The comment urges the City to comply with the Third District Court of Appeal decision
on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v. City of Sacramento.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
47-2: The comment requests the City decertify the McKinley Village EIR and prepare a new
traffic analysis.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 48:

APRIL 2017

Shannon Ross, March 3, 2017

48-1: The commenter states the McKinley Village Project will create hazards to pedestrians
and other drivers due to the increase in traffic and is requesting that the vehicle
underpass at Alhambra Boulevard be included as a mitigation measure for the project.
The McKinley Village Project is required to provide two points of access to ensure
adequate ingress and egress is provided in the event of an emergency. The Project
includes two vehicular access points: the A Street Bridge over Capital City Freeway in
the western portion of the site and the extension of 40th Street under the UPRR
embankment in the eastern portion of the site. The traffic analysis prepared for the
Project did not identify the need for a third point of access, nor was an impact identified
that required construction of the underpass as mitigation. Please see also Response to
Comment 3-6 that provides more information on the status of the underpass.
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Letter 49:

APRIL 2017

Ashley Conrad-Saydah, March 3, 2017

49-1: The commenter states the McKinley Village Project would increase traffic and create
hazards to pedestrians, cyclists and other drivers as well as increase air emissions. The
comment also requests the underpass connecting to Alhambra Boulevard be constructed for
pedestrians, bicyclists and to allow connectivity to other transit opportunities.
The commenter is referred to Response to Comment 3-6 that addresses the status of
the UPRR underpass.
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Letter 50:

APRIL 2017

Melinda Johnson, March 3, 2017

50-1: The commenter is raising concerns regarding flooding in the neighborhood near the
project site. The comment is providing information, so no response is required. In
addition, flooding is outside of the scope of the Revised Draft EIR.
50-2: The commenter states that the City did not explain how the General Plan policy was an
adequate threshold to evaluate traffic impacts.
The Revised Draft EIR provides more information and background that explains how the
City developed this policy and why the City feels allowing a LOS E or F in the core area
of the City is acceptable.
50-3: The comment states it was not appropriate for the Revised Draft EIR to not include the
traffic section in its entirety, the EIR should be decertified and traffic should evaluate the
City’s 2035 General Plan policies.
A copy of the McKinley Village EIR transportation chapter was available for review both
at the City as well as on the City’s website. As noted on page 1-3 of the Revised Draft
EIR, “copies of the Revised Draft EIR and copies of the complete redlined transportation
chapter are available for review during normal business hours (Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.) or on the City’s website at http://www.cityofsacramento.org/dsd/
planning/environmental.cfm.” In addition, the Revised Draft EIR includes an analysis of
Project traffic under the City’s 2035 General Plan starting on page A-12. The commenter
is also referred to Master Response 1, for more detailed information regarding decertifying the EIR and Response to Comment 4-15.
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Letter 51:

APRIL 2017

Pamela Beedie, March 4, 2017

51-2: The commenter states the McKinley Village Project will create hazards to pedestrians
and other drivers due to the increase in traffic and is requesting that the vehicle
underpass at Alhambra Boulevard be included as a mitigation measure for the project.
The McKinley Village Project is required to provide two points of access to ensure
adequate ingress and egress is provided in the event of an emergency. The Project
includes two vehicular access points: the A Street Bridge over Capital City Freeway in
the western portion of the site and the extension of 40th Street under the UPRR
embankment in the eastern portion of the site. The traffic analysis prepared for the
Project did not identify the need for a third point of access, nor was an impact identified
that required construction of the underpass as mitigation. Please see also Response to
Comment 3-6 that provides more information on the status of the underpass.
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Letter 52:

APRIL 2017

Susan Norris, March 7, 2017

52-1: The commenter is requesting that the City comply with the Third District Court of
Appeal decision on the East Sacramento Partnerships for a Livable City (ESPLC) v.
City of Sacramento.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 1, which addresses this issue in detail.
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Letter 53:

APRIL 2017

Henry Li, Regional Transit, March 10, 2017

53-1: The comment agrees with the evidence and analysis provided in the Revised Draft EIR
and reiterates that although development may result in additional congestion in the core
area of the City, wit will also benefit transit ridership and help reduce City-wide VMT.
The comment is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
53-2: The comment indicates support for the City’s flexible LOS standard for evaluating traffic
impacts and notes that RT has advocated for intensifying employment and residential
development in the Central City to increase transit ridership.
The comment is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
53-3: The comment reiterates the importance of infill development in the Central City to
increase support for alternative modes of transportation. The comment also agrees with
the City that traffic congestion in the core area of the City does not constitute a
potentially significant impact as defined under the City’s LOS threshold.
The comment is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
53-4: The comment clarifies that RT worked with the City in developing its flexible LOS policy
(as part of the 2030 and 2035 General Plans) and notes that the core area of the City
has extensive alternative transportation options that encourage people to walk, bike or
take transit.
The comment is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
53-5: The comment notes that infill development in the core area of the City may increase
traffic congestion but also reduces VMT and increases the use of alternative
transportation modes. The comment goes on to state the evidence supports the City’s
use of a flexible LOS as a means for improving mobility options.
The comment is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
53-6: In summation, the comment reiterates support of the City’s flexible LOS policy to help
incentivize infill development, increase alternative transportation modes, and reduce VMT.
The comment is noted and forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration.
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Letter 54:

APRIL 2017

Gene Whitehouse, Chairman, United Auburn Indian Community of
the Auburn Rancheria, March 21, 2017

54-1: The United Auburn Indian Community (UAIC) indicates it wishes to consult on the
McKinley Village Project. The purpose for the Revised Draft EIR release is in response
to a court action. The McKinley Village Project was approved and the EIR certified on
April 29, 2014 (Resolution no. 2014 0106). In East Sacramento Partnership for a Livable
City v. City of Sacramento, the Court of Appeal, Third Appellate District, upheld the
McKinley Village EIR (certified in 2014) with one narrow exception -- the Court held the
traffic analysis in the EIR failed to explain or provide substantial evidence to support the
conclusion that the McKinley Village Project would not result in significant traffic impacts
to specific intersections on 28th, 29th and 30th Streets. Specifically, the Court
determined the EIR failed to explain why traffic levels of service (LOS) E and F are not
considered significant environmental impacts under the City's General Plan LOS Policy
that allows LOS F in the Core Area.
Pursuant to the Court's decision, "the City need only correct [this] deficiency in the
EIR...before considering recertification of the EIR." This limited and defined the scope of
the EIR, making the notice of preparation process superfluous. To address the Court's
decision the City prepared the Revised Draft EIR pursuant to the Court's directive in
order to better explain the City's determination that LOS F is acceptable in the Core
Area. The City Council will review the Revised EIR to ensure it adequately addresses
the concerns raised in the Appellate Court's decision. The action the City Council will
take on this project will be to rescind the prior approval of the McKinley Village Project
and certification of the EIR. The City Council will then consider whether to re-certify the
EIR and re-approve the project.
The Revised Draft EIR does not affect the previously analyzed cultural resources for the
project site.
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Letter 55:

APRIL 2017

Kirk E. Trost, Interim Chief Executive Officer, Sacramento Area Council
of Governments, March 21, 2017

55-1: The comment notes that SACOG provided a letter confirming that the McKinley Village
Project is consistent with SACOG’s 2012 MTP/SCS (which was the adopted document
at the time the Project was under review) which was included as Appendix P in the Final
EIR. SACOG has also confirmed the Project is also consistent with the 2016 MTP/SCS.
The comment also reaffirms that because the Project is consistent with the MTP/SCS
the “EIR is not required to reference, describe, or discuss project or cumulative effects
on the regional transportation network.”
The comment is noted and no further response is required.
55-2: The comment supports the City’s determination that increased traffic congestion is
acceptable in the Core Area of the City because the Core Area has more transit options
and is the largest employment center compared to other areas in the City. SACOG
supports the City’s decision to allow LOS E and F in the Core Area and believes this is
reasonable given the access and availability of various modes of transportation.
The comment is noted and no further response is required.
55-3: The comment notes that CEQA is focused on addressing environmental impacts instead
of the inconvenience associated with traffic delays and that an over emphasis on
evaluating LOS contributes to an increase in environmental impacts because improving
LOS generally requires building or expanding roads. In addition, the comment goes on to
state studies have shown a correlation between expanding roads and an increase in
vehicle speeds. The addition of VMT as a traffic metric in lieu of LOS will shift the focus
away from evaluating vehicle capacity or traffic congestion as significant impacts.
The comment is noted and no further response is required.
55-4: The comment reiterates an earlier comment that widening roads can contribute to higher
speeds, decrease in safety for pedestrians and bicyclists, and an increase in VMT rather
than encouraging the use of alternate modes of transportation.
The comment is noted and no further response is required.
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55-5: The comment indicates that expanding roads in populated areas is very expensive and
often infeasible due to the need to remove buildings. In addition, the comment notes this
would add considerable costs to infill development and could potentially discourage infill
development and conflict with the objectives of the MTP/SCS to reduce GHGs, VMT and
incentivize infill.
The comment is noted and no further response is required.
55-6: The comment reiterates support for the City’s flexible LOS standard that allows greater
congestion in the Core Area.
The comment is noted and no further response is required.
55-7: The comment states the McKinley Village Project is consistent with the intent of SB 743 and
can use the streamlining provisions and goes on to list the various relevant code sections.
The comment is noted and no further response is required.
55-8: The comment indicates that consistent with SB 375 only local streets need to be
evaluated and under the City’s 2035 General Plan that would exclude various roads
within the Project vicinity, which would fall under the definition of a regional
transportation network.
The comment is noted and no further response is required.
55-9: The comment makes the observation that the McKinley Village EIR appears to go
beyond what is required to be addressed for projects consistent with SB 375 and
evaluates traffic impacts on numerous intersections included within the regional
transportation network. The comment goes on to recognize that the City’s traffic analysis
was exhaustive to inform the public and the City’s decision-makers regarding potential
traffic impacts and, in some instances, exceeded the requirements of CEQA.
The comment is noted and no further response is required.
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APPENDIX A
McKinley Village Transportation Impact Study
Supplemental Materials Explaining the City of
Sacramento LOS Thresholds

MCKINLEY VILLAGE TRANSPORTATION IMPACT STUDY
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS EXPLAINING THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO
LOS THRESHOLDS

This narrative:


Provides an overview of considerations that led to City of Sacramento General Plan LOS policy.



Describes the role of the City’s LOS policy in helping to achieve regional greenhouse gas
emissions targets.



Describes how the LOS Policy applies to the McKinley Village study area and impact analysis.

LOS Policy
As part of the City’s General Plan update process starting in mid-2000, the City assessed expectations
about transportation system performance to help guide future network modifications. The process
considered the City’s objectives related to transportation accessibility (ability to complete desired
personal or economic transactions) and mobility (where you can travel, when, and how fast), while also
recognizing environmental impacts. The City’s General Plan objectives to create an efficient multi-modal
network that connects people and places (i.e., homes, work, school, shopping, recreation, etc.) while
providing a high degree of personal mobility. The City also sought to reduce vehicle miles traveled and
resultant greenhouse gas emissions. This envisioned transit and transportation network increases travel
choices and supports other goals related to economic development and growth.
To fulfill the City’s vision, the 2030 General Plan established clear goals and policies about how the
transportation network will be operated and managed and if/when expansion of the network would be
required. For the roadway network, these expectations are defined by Policy M 1.2.2, which contains
specific level of service (LOS) thresholds. According to the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) developed by
the Transportation Research Board (TRB), LOS is a qualitative evaluation measure that is used to describe
how well a transportation facility or service operates from the traveler’s perspective. For roadways, LOS
ratings range from A to F similar to a report card. LOS A suggests the best performance from the user’s
perspective while LOS F is an indication that performance is less satisfactory. An important aspect of LOS
as noted by the HCM is that roadways are not designed to provide the best operating conditions (e.g.,
LOS A), but instead are designed to provide a lower LOS due to costs, environmental impacts, and other
societal desires.
Many competing interests influenced the City of Sacramento LOS policy and its associated thresholds
during the development of the Sacramento 2030 General Plan, (City of Sacramento, March 2009).
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Preparing the General Plan required weighing various specific objectives, addressing environmental
constraints, and developing expectations for the City’s envisioned future. The recent update to the
General Plan (Sacramento 2035 General Plan, March 3, 2015) relies on a flexible set of LOS thresholds.
The updated policy continues to allow LOS F in the Core Area of the City, and expanded the boundary of
the Core Area to the north and east. Within the McKinley Village study area, this expansion extended the
Core Area one block eastward to incorporate the Alhambra Boulevard corridor. Therefore, the impact
findings contained in the McKinley Village EIR related to facilities along 28th, 29th, and 30th Streets are
not affected by the recent modification to Policy M 1.2.2 that altered the boundary of the Core Area, and
the significance of potential impacts along Alhambra Boulevard would be less than reported in the EIR.
General Plan objectives often involve tradeoffs, depending on what the City is trying to create, avoid, or
protect when crafting a long-range plan to accommodate future development. In compliance with
section 65302(b) and associated court decisions, the General Plan examined the following factors in
developing Policy M 1.2.2, which contains the LOS thresholds for City roadways.


Consistency and correlation with other elements



Land use context



Financial constraints



Multiple travel modes including driving, transit, bicycling, and walking



Environmental resource protection especially for air quality and greenhouse gases

LOS as used in the General Plan largely determines the functional classification (i.e., intended use) and
number of travel lanes for City roadways. As noted in Policy M 1.2.2, the City allows flexible LOS
standards to, “…permit increased densities and mix of uses to increase transit ridership, biking, and walking,
which decreases auto travel, thereby reducing air pollution, energy consumption, and greenhouse gas
emissions.” This flexibility is important to achieve the multiple objectives of the General Plan and to assure
internal consistency. Accommodating automobile and truck travel has to be reasonably balanced against
the objectives to encourage transit use, walking, bicycling while also reducing driving generated emissions
of air pollutants and greenhouse gases (GHGs).
Determining the appropriate LOS thresholds across the various communities within the City of
Sacramento required consideration of the land use context (existing density) and diversity of travel
options, plus consistency with the rest of the General Plan goals and policies. As such, Policy M 1.2.2
established LOS D or better as the base LOS for those parts of the City outside the downtown Core Area
and areas without the frequent transit service found in multimodal districts. The LOS threshold was
lowered to LOS E or better in the multimodal districts in part due to the multiple travel choices available.
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1

In the downtown Core Area bounded by C Street, the Sacramento River, 30th Street, and X Street , LOS F
was allowed during peak hours recognizing that employment and entertainment destinations are highly
concentrated and effectively connected through multiple modes with the greatest level of transit service.
The high levels of connectivity for all travel modes is due in part to the urban street grid that provides
access to the dense and diverse mix of land uses found within this area. Also, the City considered that
LOS only measures traffic operations from the driver’s perspective and that the lower quality of service
associated with LOS F for driving does not mean that destinations in the Core Area are not accessible by
the other modes. In fact, transit or bicycling during peak hours in the Core Area may offer a superior
experience for travelers with greater speed and reliability than driving plus the added benefit of
generating less emissions of air pollutants and GHGs.
Reducing emissions is particularly important because the size and extent of the roadway network directly
affects the amount of driving not just in the City but also regionally. The City’s flexible LOS thresholds
have been developed over time in coordination with regional efforts directly focused on achieving
sustainable reductions in air pollutants and GHGs. By allowing higher delays in areas such as the
downtown core and providing other travel options such as transit, bicycling, and walking, the City has
some of the lowest levels of vehicle miles traveledl in the region and is projected to continue leading the
region. As evidence of these statements, the graph below shows 2012 household generated VMT (Vehicle
Miles Traveled) per capita estimates for cities within Sacramento County. The data shows the City of
Sacramento having the lowest VMT in the County and performing better than the regional average.

1

Core Area as defined in the 2030 General Plan. As discussed previously, the 2035 General Plan
subsequently expanded the boundaries of the Core Area.
3|P a g e

Source: 2012 SACSIM Model developed for the 2016 MTP/SCS, SACOG, 2016 as applied by Fehr & Peers.
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Within the City of Sacramento, Table 1 below reveals that household generated VMT per capita is lowest
within the downtown core and lower than the regional average of 18.2 in most parts of the City.
Table 1 City of Sacramento Household VMT

Regional Analysis District
Downtown

2012 Household Generated
VMT per Capita
11.3

North Sacramento

12.1

South Sacramento

12.7

East Sacramento

13.5

Arden Arcade

15.1

South Natomas

15.6

Land Park-Pocket-Meadowview

16.5

North Natomas

19.7

Source: 2012 SACSIM Model developed for the 2016 MTP/SCS, SACOG, 2016 as
applied by Fehr & Peers.

As noted, the source of the data for the graph and table above was the 2012 SACSIM Model
developed for the 2016 MTP/SCS, SACOG, 2016. The 2016 MTP/SCS also includes a 2036 horizon year
version of the SACSIM model. The planning efforts of the City and the region are expected to
continue reducing household generated VMT per capita as displayed in the map below (Figure 1).
The flexible LOS thresholds established by the City are part of the long -term regional solution for
reducing VMT and emissions by allowing more infill development within the urban core and
supporting that development with a balanced transit/transportation system. The balancing does
require that LOS for vehicles will be lower especially in the Core Area, but that is a tradeoff for
reducing long-term air pollution and GHG emissions.
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Figure 1
Source: http://www.sacog.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/2036_vmt_per_capita.jpg
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THE MCKINLEY VILLAGE LOS IMPACT ANALYSIS
The McKinley Village EIR relied on the LOS thresholds established in Policy M 1.2.2 of the 2030 General
Plan. As explained above, these thresholds were based on many considerations including impacts on
other elements of the environment. The General Plan is the basis for setting expectations about
transportation network performance and what thresholds are appropriate to size the network necessary to
support planned land use development. To ensure consistency with the General Plan expectations, the
City of Sacramento relied on the same LOS thresholds in Policy M 1.2.2 to evaluate individual
development projects. Absent federal or state laws to require otherwise, the City has extended the policy
expectations of the General Plan into CEQA review and applied the same LOS thresholds as impact
significance criteria. By doing so, CEQA review reinforces the General Plan expectations with regards to
the adequacy of the transportation network as allowed by sections 15064(b) and 15064.7 of the CEQA
Guidelines while also ensuring that long-term local and regional objectives for land use, air quality, and
GHG reduction are achieved.
Using the General Plan LOS thresholds in the McKinley Village EIR resulted in different impact findings for
intersections along 28th, 29th, and 30th Streets than for intersections located east of 30th Street because
the thresholds are sensitive to land use context and other factors such as promoting infill and reducing
both VMT and GHG impacts
The allowed level of change from baseline conditions (or cumulative no project conditions) when it comes
to LOS considers the full range of General Plan objectives and effects on other elements of the
environment. Protecting the baseline LOS or using a fixed LOS value for an entire city would ignore the
relationship of air quality and GHG emission reduction goals to intensification of urban infill development,
which reduces the need for driving.
Another important consideration is that the Downtown Core Area is part of the City’s and region’s
solution for reducing VMT. Residents living in this area have some of the lowest VMT generation rates
anywhere in the region (i.e.,11.3 VMT generated per capita compared to 18.2 for the region). Areas of the
City where LOS D or better expectations apply across large areas (i.e., outside the Downtown core),
generate higher levels of VMT, as shown in Table 2 below. These areas have correspondingly higher
contributions to regional air pollution and GHGs.
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Table 2 City of Sacramento Regional VMT and Roadway LOS
2012 Household Generated

Generally Applicable

VMT per Capita

LOS Threshold

Downtown (core area)

11.3

F

South Natomas

15.6

D

Land Park-Pocket-Meadowview

16.5

D

North Natomas

19.7

D

Regional Analysis District

Source: Fehr & Peers 2017.

CONCLUSION
City of Sacramento 2030 General Plan Policy M 1.2.2, which sets forth a variable LOS policy, appropriately
identifies a different LOS threshold for the highly urbanized Core Area relative to other portions of the
City. As applied to the McKinley Village study area, 30th Street serves as the eastern boundary of the
Core Area and all study intersections located on 30th Street or to the west fall within the Core Area where
LOS E and LOS F conditions during peak hours are allowed per Policy M 1.2.2. The difference in LOS
threshold between the eastern and western portions of the study area is in recognition of the fact that the
characteristics of these areas differ. When compared to the eastern portion of the study area, the area
west of 30th Street has a denser and more diverse mix of land uses, has a higher level of connectivity for
all travel modes with an urbanized street grid, and has higher levels of transit service. With these
characteristics in place, allowing higher levels of automobile delay helps to encourage the selection of
other travel modes, including walking, bicycling, and transit; this in turn results in more efficient usage of
the overall multimodal travel system and lower levels of VMT per capita. In contrast, designing the
roadway system in this area to achieve LOS D or better during peak hours would result in wider roadways,
less room for pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure, more turn lanes at intersections, longer pedestrian
crossing distances, longer traffic signal cycle lengths with increased wait times for pedestrians, all of which
are directly in conflict with the City’s goals of a walkable, bikeable, transit-supportive urban environment
that achieves City and regional VMT targets. Application of context specific LOS thresholds in the City’s
General Plan and any other project, represents a sensible and appropriate strategy for achieving a
balanced transportation system that safely serves the traveling public and reduces environmental impacts,
in particular GHG.
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Arboretum EIR Update, Rancho Cordova, CA
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Ronald T. Milam, PTP, AICP
Principal

About
Education

TPCB, Professional Transportation
Planner (52)

Ronald T. Milam, AICP, PTP is a Principal with Fehr & Peers located in the Roseville,
California office. He is actively involved in a wide variety of project work but also finds
time to co-lead the firm’s research and development efforts and teach transportation
and land use planning courses for UC Berkeley and UC Davis. Ron has an extensive
background in travel demand model development and applications, transportation
impact fee programs, traffic operations analysis, micro-simulation modeling, and
transportation impact studies involving NEPA and CEQA. He has also published papers
on a wide variety of transportation planning and traffic engineering topics and
received recognition for his work that includes the Institute of Transportation
Engineer’s (ITE) National Past President’s Award and best paper honors at the
Transportation Research Board (TRB) Conference on Planning Applications. He is
currently developing new forecasting and operations models that rely on cell phone
origin-destination (OD) data and GPS speed data.

Professional Affiliations

Publications and Presentations

B.S. with Highest Honors,
Environmental Policy Analysis and
Planning (Emphasis on Land Use and
Transportation Planning),
University of California at Davis

Registrations
American Institute of Certified
Planners (011595)

• Transportation Research Board
(TRB)

Traffic Characteristics of Distribution Centers, ITE District 6 Annual Meeting, Steven J.
Brown and Alan Telford

• Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE)

Can We Still Predict Level of Service?, ITE District 6 Annual Meeting, Gerald Walters
and Alan Telford

• American Planning Association
(APA)

Traffic Characteristics and Management of a Large Event Facility, ITE District 6 Annual
Meeting

Expertise

Implementing Bicycles Facilities on Older Streets, ITE Conference Paper

• Expert Witness Testimony

Project Experience

• Professional Instructor

Professional Instructor
Instructor for training course involving transportation, planning, travel demand
forecasting, GIS, traffic simulation, and land use/transportation interactions.
• UC Berkeley Institute of Transportation Studies - Managing Transportation and
Land Use Interactions - July, 2002

• Expert Panels
• Travel Demand Modeling
• Land use and Transportation
Planning Studies
• Project Development Studies
• Environmental Impact Analysis
• Rail Studies
• Multi-Modal Station Siting and
Design Studies
• Bikeway Planning and Design

• APA Advanced Transportation Planning Workshop - Choices and Tradeoffs, APA
National Conference 2012
Lecturer
Ron has lectured on topics such as transportation impact analysis for CEQA/NEPA
projects, travel demand forecasting, greenhouse gas analysis, and traffic simulation
modeling since 2000 at the University of California at Davis, California Polytechnic
State University at San Luis Obispo, California State University (CSU) at Chico, and CSU
at Sacramento.
Expert Panels
Participated in expert panels related to travel demand forecasting, traffic simulation,
and smart growth planning.
• White House Area Transportation Study, FHWA -Member of Transportation
Working Group (2006-2007)
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Ronald T. Milam, AICP, PTP
Principal
• Assessment of Local Models and Tools for Analyzing Smart
Growth - Caltrans - Member of Technical Advisory
Committee (2007)
• California RTP Guidelines Update for Compliance with Green
House Gas Analysis Requirements of AB32 - Caltrans Member of Regional Transportation Plan Modeling SubWork Group (2007-2008)
• California RTP Guidelines Update for Compliance with SB 375
- California Transportation Commission - Member of
Regional Transportation Plan Guidelines subcommittee and
Modeling subcommittee (2009-2010)
• SACOG DaySim-TRANSIMS Peer Review - FHWA - (2009)

• Northbound I-680 Express Lanes & BATA Conversion of HOV
Lanes to Express Lanes, TRB Annual Meeting (2013)
• Innovative Urban Mobility Services Meeting – National
Academy of Sciences/TRB (2014)

• Folsom Citywide Transportation Systems Management
Study, CA
• Nevada County Regional Transportation Plan, CA
• Auburn General Plan Circulation Element, Land Use Element,
CA
• Nevada County Corridor Management and Preservation
Study, CA

• City of Woodland Impact Fee Program, CA
• City of Fresno Impact Fee Program, CA

• City of Redding Urban Area Transportation Plan, CA

• Jepson Parkway EIR/EIS, Solano County, CA
• Village at Squaw Valley EIR, CA
• Manzanita Avenue Widening Project EIR/EA, Chico, CA

Bikeway Planning and Design
Responsibilities have included the development of bikeway
master plans, bicycle facility designs, and bikeway components
for General Plan circulation elements, environmental documents,
and Caltrans project development reports. Major bikeway
projects include:
• Sacramento County GP Circulation Element - Bikeway
Component, CA
• Solano Countywide Bicycle Master Plan, CA

• Promontory Specific Plan EIR, El Dorado County, CA

• Yuba-Sutter Bikeway Master Plan, CA

• Carson Creek Specific Plan EIR, El Dorado County, CA

• Nevada County Bicycle Master Plan, CA

• Wal-Mart EIR, El Dorado County, CA

• Livermore Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan Update and Equestrian
Trails Study, CA

• Elk Grove Automall EIR, Sacramento County, CA
• El Dorado County General Plan EIR, CA

• Calaveras County Bikeway Master Plan, CA

• Yuba City General Plan EIR, CA

• San Joaquin County Bikeway Master Plan

• Legacy Parkway SEIS
Land Use and Transportation Planning Studies
Responsibilities have included policy development, technical
analysis, impact assessments, nexus studies, and the
development and execution of travel demand models.
• Solano County Comprehensive Transportation Plan, CA

• Calaveras County Regional Transportation Plan, CA

• Yolo County Transit Study, CA

• City of Oroville Impact Fee Program, CA

Environmental Impact Analysis
Responsibilities included project manager for the preparation of
transportation impact studies for land use development and
transportation infrastructure projects.

• El Dorado County Traffic Impact Fee Program, CA

• Amador County Regional Transportation Plan, CA

• Woodland General Plan Circulation Element and Street
Master Plan, Woodland, CA

• Performance Measures for Sustainable Streets, NACTO
Designing Cities Conference (2012)

• El Dorado County General Plan, CA

• Mare Island Re-Use Plan, Vallejo, CA

• North Natomas Bikeway Implementation Plan, Sacramento
CA
• City of Folsom Bikeway Master Plan, Folsom, CA
• Lassen County Bikeway Master Plan, CA
• City of Citrus Heights Bikeway Master Plan, CA
• "Area of Opportunity" within the City where infill or
redevelopment projects could occur and promote the City's
Smart Growth goals.
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